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1.0 Introduction 
The area of interest in this paperl is the analysis of casual conversation,2 specifically, how 

to better analyze structure-related elements such as Discourse Markers in casual conversation. 

This is a type of Conversational Analysis (CA), which is a specialized area of Discourse 

Analysis involving spoken (as opposed to written) discourse. The features typical to 

conversation are quite sensitive to the conversation's end function3, and as casual conversation 

typically employs more interaction between participants than would a conversation whose end 

function is to meet some pre-determined end, in this paper I address casual conversation as a 

mode for analyzing Discourse Markers.4 

In this paper I look at lhe function of Di scourse Markers as putfOlth by earlier linguistic 

studies. and henv Discourse Markers function within the casual conversation discourse structure 

and the (ll-gani/aLion of conversation. Given Di scourse IVlarkcrs' structuring funct io n_ 1 propose 

that in ordcr to adequately analyze them or any other structure-related clements o f casua l 

conversation, the researcher needs a tool which better represents the actual structure of spoken 

discourse and organization of conversation. Without a representation of the organizational 

information used by participants during actual conversation, researchers lack information vital to 

the conversation's discourse structure, resulting in a disparity of comprehension between 

I I would like to offer acknowledgment and my sincere thanks to the following people for their inspiration, 
instruction, advice and aid in this project. I could not have written this thesis without them; however, they are by no 
means responsible for any mess I've made of their council: Elena Cuffari, Ted Fernald, Melinda Kleppinger, the 
LDC, Alexis Mitchell , Donna Io Napoli, Leslie Tran and Suzanne Wagner. 
2 The vocabulary used regarding analyzing conversation is highly irregular; while some sources use "Conversational 
Analysis," other sources use another term. Hereafter, "Conversational Analysis," unless used in quoted material or 
specifically explained otherwise, refers to analyzing conversation as set forth by this paper's proposed model. 
3 For example, in a casual conversation participants speak to build a common understanding, but in a bank, 
participants speak in order to best fulfill the pre-determined end of meeting their banking needs 
4 From June 2002 - March 2004 I worked at the LDC part-time as a Linguistic Researcher! Annotator. The majority 
of my tasks there allowed me to work with transcribed spoken discourse, and my main assigned project, MetaData, 
involved the research and identification of Discourse Markers. From my experiences at the LDC, the most frequent 
usage of DMs occurred in the casual settings, and there were noticeably more DMs used in telephone data, however 
statistics illustrating this difference are not available. I would suggest using casual telephone conversational data in 
addition to casual face-to-face conversational data for future analysis of DMs. Herein, I restrict my analysis to 
casual t~1ce-to- face conversation. 



comprehension of actual spoken discourse and comprehension of transcribed spoken discourse 

(the former being much more easily understood than the latter). To lessen this disparity, I 

propose the addition of key conversational organization information to spoken discourse 

transcripts, and develop the Structured Transcript as a means of so doing. The Structured 

Transcript provides important conversational organization information by means of visual 

representation within the transcript. By giving visual representation to the methods of 

conversational organization-specifically Event, Speaker and Tum-the Structured Transcript 
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provides adequate information display for the analysis of Discourse Markers and other strllcture-

related aspects of spoken discourse. 

1.1 Data 

The datel for this paper draw s 1'1"0 111 the C·(!fpllS o/.)·jJo/(en Al77eriU/1/ Lng lisll I CSAt) as 

begun by the Uni versity of California, Santa Barbara and completed by the Linguistic Data 

ConsOltium (Philadelphia, PA). I havc selected file sbc0005, "A Book About Death" for 

analysis, as it is a casual conversation between two speakers with little background noise. Other 

data files available in the corpus feature multiple speakers in a vatiety of situations, many with 

much background noise. 

As obtained from the Linguistic Data Consortium, the corpus includes .wav files of the 

data, as well as transcriptions of each file. Transcription notation conventions can be found in 

Appendix I: Transcription Symbols of CSAE below. For the sake of my own explanations, I 

have added relevant notations to the data that follows, and these additions are explained within 

the paper, as per appearance. 
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2.0 Spoken Discourse 
Though both spoken and written discourse are examples of cohesi ve bodies of human 

communication, their basic difference of medium creates different organizational needs, 

specifically with respect to response times within specific types of spoken and written discourse. 

Conversation (a type of spoken discourse) is by its nature a faster mode of communication than 

is writing, and this speed allows participants greater amounts of interaction than does written 

communication (Biber 1988,21). Stubbs characterized the differences between written and 

spoken communication in a single sentence, "much w11tten language is standard, form al, planned, 

edited, public and non-interactive, whereas spoken language is typically casual, spontaneoLls, 

private and face-to-face" (qtd. In Lenk 1987. 18). 

It is important to note that the above characterization is between much written language 

clncl rYflicul ll ('({suu l spoken language. Though the differen ce in medium docs keep \\r ittcn 

language from being as \.vholly interactive as casual spoken language, forms o f written language 

(those outside Stubbs' characterization) can quite easily mimic spoken language in its less formal 

forms.s Notes surreptitiously exchanged between students during class are a form ofwl1tten 

language, though as they are usually products of prohibited spoken conversation (prohibited by 

the interruptive aspect of speaking casually in a classroom setting), such notes, though written, 

tend to be of an interactive, casual conversation-like nature. Students' notes to one another in 

class is a form of written communication which, like several others, is used as an alternative to 

actually talking (which may have whatever situational prohibitions due to the noise produced, 

5 The written forms referred to in Stubbs' characterization are more formal written forms of communication, such as 
formal letters, essays, proposals, etc. Such formal forms of written communication, with their intentions of 
presentation, argumentation, etc., are not interactive and therefore are utterly different from casual spoken langauge, 
which is by nature interactive. One should note that formal spoken language can have the same clearly-defined 
structural qualities as can formal written language, for example logical arguments, presentations, speeches, etc., and 
are likewise different from casual spoken language. In this paper I address the structure of casual spoken language 
only. 
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etc.). Yet, because of the students' physical proximity to one another, their exchange of written 

communique is usually rapid, allowing it to be quite interactive (unlike traditional letter writing). 

If the students exchanging notes misunderstand something that is written, it can easily and 

quickly be clarified in a few pen strokes, while in the next few pen strokes they begin writing to 

one another about something new altogether. Similarly, during casual conversation, if a 

statement is misunderstood, it can easily and quickly be clarified in a few words, while in the 

next few words another statement about something new altogether is made. Simply put, it seems 

that written communication begins to resemble spoken communication more closely as the time 

required to exchange communique decreases. 

My observation is further supported by certain types of written communicali on made 

poss ib le in the past clec,\cle. The time required lO write a message (such as a letter), combined 

\\ilh the delivery time. d; \\ell (\s th e Iccip ient's lesponseireturIl lime. means that written 

communication typicall y has a large lime requirement for the exchange of communique. For this 

reason, pal1icipants in 'vvritten communication; in the interest of maximizing clarity and 

minimizing confusion (and cost of delivery), are usually quite careful to clearly structure their 

written communications.6 However, modem communications technology and the Intemet have 

allowed written communication to structurally resemble spoken communication more closely. 

By granting an (almost) instantaneous exchange of written communique (which was previously 

impossible), technology has in effect made the difference between written and spoken 

communication one of purely medium, and not one of lag time. By granting a rapid rate of 

6 The type of structure utilized in lag-time ridden written communication is typically one of formal writing. Though 
many different approaches and styles to formal writing exist, perhaps one of the more recognized forms in English 
written discourse is well-characterized by Strunk and White in The Elements of Style, "Writing, to be effective, 
must follow closely the thoughts of the writer, but not necessarily in the order in which those thoughts occur. This 
calls for a scheme of procedure" (Strunk & White, 15). This is the basic premise of formal written discourse-it 
does not necessarily follow the flow of thought, and can be altered for the sake of easy comprehension quite easily. 
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exchange to written communication, technology has given certain forms of wntten 

communication an interactive and spontaneous nature previously prohibited by lag time concerns. 

With this interactive and spontaneous capability, participants in technology-aided written 

communication, much like surreptitious classroom note exchangers, create wntten 

communication discourses structured in the context of rapidity and spontaneity, and not in the 

context of the need for a clearly delineated structure. 

Hence, it seems the difference between the wIitten language and spoken language 

compared in Stubbs' statement is one of immediacy: written language of the (earlier) slmv rate of 

exchange, and spoken language with its quick exchange. Although I observe that technology has 

allowed \\Titten language spontaneiJy previoLisly prohibited , and this spontaneit y produces 

written discourse that structurally resembles spoken discourse. I do not address such technolog y-

aided written cl1 scourses [11 L hi~ paper, 1 ,\clclrcss the structural aspects 01' cLlsua i cl)nverSul iOIl ill 

spoken language only, 

Under demands of rapidity and spontaneity, participants of casual spoken language mLlst 

employ different methods of structure and organization whlle speaking in order to maintain a 

mutual understanding of the flow of ideas in the conversation. In the following example of 

casual conversation, note how the topic changes flawlessly, with no introduction or transition, 

and with very little hesitation. 7 Then, with neither clear transition nor explicit indication of an 

upcoming shift in topic, the topic changes back to the oliginaI topic. In spoken discourse, since 

the communication occurs on-the-spot with no hard copy, the content exists only in the 

participants' memory, and alterations must be made retroactively, rather than at point of error. 8 

7 For discussion of the actual topic shifts in Data Sample 1, please see Section 1.2, Quick Discussion of Topics in 
Data Sample 1. 
S In the above-mentioned forms of technology-aided written communication, usually participants do not have the 
ability to edit their contributions to the discourse, though they can re-read them, In online chat rooms and in instant 



Topic B -7 570 .60 575 .1 8 
575 .18 576 . 13 

B~~JJ~lJ~~ -75 76 . 13 577.13 
TO[2ic B -7577.13 579 .1 7 

DM, Topic A -7 579 . 17 579.73 
579 . 73 581 .1 2 

DM, Topic B -7 58 1.12 58 1.37 
581.37 583 . 04 
583.04 584. 40 
584.40 58 6.16 
586.16 589 . 72 

58 9 .72 593 .22 

593 . 22 594 . 42 
594.42 597 .08 

Topic C -75 97.08 599.65 
599 . 65 601 . 73 

m"t TopIc D :;6 01.73 604.24 
Topic C / D ::; 604 . 24 606 . 88 

606.88 608 . 38 
DM, Topic D -760 8 . 2 3 609 .40 

6 09 . 40 611 . . 90 

(laughter) 611 .9 0 612 . ::. S 
(laughter) 612. .. ' : ).~ =\ , 83 

Topic C / D -761 2 . S·~ ;-) _ ~-: • i:\ < 
61 5 . dh e,l G . :: 3 

DM -7616 . 13 6 1 7 . rr 
t<:esEonse -7617 . 07 61'/ .52 

DM, Topic B -3>6 17.52 619.12 
61 9. 1 2 620 . 72 
620.72 625.17 
625 . 17 627 . 17 
627.17 630 . 53 
630.53 633 .56 
633.56 635.56 
635.56 638 . 75 

638.75 640 .05 

DARRYL: 

PAMELA: 
DARRYL: 
PAMELA : 

DARRYL : 

PAMELA: 

DARRYL: 

(H) What if. 
What .. if= . 

(Hx) ~~.l:.':~=.I},0:. 
What i f worrying about that , 
%See, 
this is wha t you told !Deven. 
well , 
what if worrying about t ha t, 
has got in t h e way= , 
· .. gotten in the way, 
of you making positive choices for 
yourself in your life. 
· .. (H) Instead of j u st worrying 
about , 
w- that you're h e =re , 
. . . and ma king the best out of it
· . . Being here is = , 
.. i s so i l lusive somet i mes . 
· . . I mean .. i llusionary. 
"' . Those are two di f ferent words =. 
and they mean t wo differe nt things . 
<;reI 1, it's illusionary. 

I cake back what I said abou t 
(2' ill usive, 

DARRYL: @@ 

p ?,I:1EL', : 

:J7··.PRY L .• : 

P}\j"IEL}I" : 

DARRYL: 
1'1m , 

yeah: but . . but .. lJu t = , 
% to me the whol e point is is, 
· .. you have no i dea , 
wha t happens before or af ter . 

You have no idea . 
You can read books a bout it, 

and you can (H) talk about it, 
bu t the most pragmatic thing t o 

do is, 
to just live i t. 
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CCSAE: A Book About Death) 

Data Sample 1: Changing Topic and Discourse Markers in Casual Conversation [ 

text messaging, for example, once the message is sent it appears on the computer screen, visible to alL The 
electronically-sent text is no longer editable, and participants must alter their communications by-the-moment, rather 
than by simply editing the text. In this aspect, too, technology-aided written communication resembles casual 
spoken communication. . 
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2.1 Quick Discussion of Topics in Data Sample 1 

The above Data Sample 1 illustrates the smooth transition to and from topics A, B, C and 

D between Darryl and Pamela. I have determined these topics by reading through and listening to 

the conversation in its entirety, and then grouping utterances by their commonalities. These 

commonalities are often phrases that are repeated by one of the participants for emphasis, to 

regain control of the floor after an interruption, etc. Often utterances are grouped because of a 

common pronoun referent or antecedent, which if correctly traced, makes it clear that utterances' 

contents augment one another. Here I make a quick discussion of the topics within Data Sample 

1 for two reasons: first, to begin establishing through example \vhat Topic9 in conversation is. 

and second, to illustrate with real data the spontaneity.and rapidity wIth \vhich conversation topic 

changes, ,mel how despite this spontaneity and rapidity. participants manage to converse with 

Topic A in Data Sample I refers to something ,vhich Darryl told Devan (re ferenced in 

this conversation, but never a participant therein). It can be argued that Pamela sees a 

relationship between Topic A (what Darryl presumably told Devan at an earlier time) and Topic 

B, because she uses the pronoun "this," with likely reference to Danyl's immediately previous 

remark, followed by "is what you told Devan." However, no other associations of the type are 

made in either Data Sample 1 or the larger data file from which it derives, and the relationship 

Pamela presumably sees between Topic A and Topic B is not pursued. With this lack of 

conclusive connective information, I have kept Topic A and B separate in Data Sample 1. 

Topic B in Data Sample 1 refers to what Darryl is trying to explain to and understand 

about Pamela. From the larger file sbc0005 (from which Data Sample 1 is taken), it is c lear that 

Darryl is trying to figure out why Pamela is preoccupied with death. In Data Sample 1, Danyl 

9 For further explanation of Topic, please refer to Section 3.1.3. 



refers to death as "it" and "that" (for more clarity regarding Dan-yl's use of pronouns, I advise 

the reader to read over the conversation in its entirety, in Appendix IV). Throughout sbcOOOS 

Darryl tries to understand why Pamela is reading a book about death, or more specifically, why 

she has a preoccupation with death. Topic B accounts for utterances with regard to Pamela's 

preoccupation with death. 
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Topic C in Data Sample 1 begins when Pamela refers to "being here" as "illusive." At 

the beginning of her tum from 597.08 through 601.73, she is talking about "being here," but 

at 601.73, Pamela realizes an enor in her word choice and self-corrects. Pamela introduces 

Topic D in speaking to her error in word choice rather than to "being here," making Topic D a 

topic accounting: for utterances regarding Pamela's word error bet\veen "illusive" and 

"j 1!usion arv.'-

At '~D'l .. 24 -- :::02 _ 38 Darryl continues with Topic [) by talkin g about Pamela -s \\ord 

choice rather than about "being here." However it is not clear whether Darryl is speaking so le ly 

to the words' meanings in the context of Pamela's "being here," or the words' meanings as per 

his understanding, regardless of how they may describe Pamela's "being here"-for this reason, 

Darryl's utterance falls into both Topics C and D. 

Pamela addresses the problem of her misspeak posed by Darryl-that they are "two 

different words and they mean two different things," and specifies her desired word choice, 

clearly speaking to Topic D. After a period of laughter, at 612 . 96 - 614. 66 Darryl speaks 

again to the topic of Pamela's earlier misspeak, this time playing on the morphological 

similarities of her earlier word choices, and jokingly supposing that Pamela herself may be well

embodied by yet another morphologically-similar word, "elusive." In this wordplay, it appears 
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Darryl uses "elusive" to refer back to Topics C and D through its sound, while using the topic of 

Pamela's misspeak (Topic D) to suggest she meant "elusive" all along. 

After the topic of Pamela's word choice has been exhausted, at 617.52 - 640.05 

Darryl again brings the conversation back to his understanding and suggestions regardin g 

Pamela's preoccupation with death, Topic B. 

If while reading the transcript in Data Sample 1 you also consider the timestamp, and 

therefore the timing of the utterances relative to one another, you will notice that there is very 

little hesitation aroLlnd topic changes, indicating immediate recognition of what is being spoken 

about. Yet. neither DalTyl nor Pamela explicitly states intention to shift from one topi c to 

<mother. nor do they state their intent to return to a previous topic. Somehow, without the strict 

structure of written discourse. Darryl and Pamela mutually structure their spoken discuurse such 

thal both understalld the slruclUn:.' \\hile 11eithel- c\.plicitly addresses the structure. 

2.2 Brief Introduction to Discourse MarkerslO 

tn Data Sample 1 above, in addition to marking the change of topic, I have made the 

notation DM to the left of transcribed lines containing double-underlined words. I use the 

notation DM to note that the words I have double underlined are Discourse Markers. DMs have 

been moderately studied, though often given different names, functions and patterns of 

occurrence. Generally, DMs are accepted as words or phrases that communicate underlying 

structure in spoken discourse. In this paper, I do not attempt to define what DMs are nor to offer 

an exhaustive listing of words usable as DMs. Here, my primary goal is to show that DMs are a 

10 Here I briefly introduce DMs to give the reader a basis of knowledge for the proceeding argument Please see 
Section 4 for a much more in-depth discussion of DMs_ . 



class of words that grant structure to spoken discourse, and therefore to study DMs, one must 

consider the structure of spoken discourse in the analysis. 
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Lawrence C. Schourup posits that discourse particles help conversation participants to 

manage three "worlds" of conversational activity: the private world of cunent discIosable 

thought, the shared world into which participants place conversational elements, in view of one 

another, and the "other world, containing the disc10sable but otherwise invisible thinking of 

some co-participants(s)" (Schourup 1983, 143). Schourup's approach basically treats DMs as 

"phonological expressions of what kind of thinking process is taking place in the speaker's mind 

at a particular moment during utterance production" (Lenk 1998b, 41). This approach, while 

interesting for those studying utterances which cue underl)!ing thinking processes, sllch as in the 

Logico-Philosophic " approach to conversational analysis. does not address the utterances' 

functi 011 (s I 

In SchllTrin's well-known study of DMs she explores the pragmatic functions of DMs. 

Unlike SchoLIrup's analysis which makes DMs a sort of catch-all classification for utterances that 

may somehow indicate a speaker's thinking process, Schiffrin' s model looks at certain DMs that 

"all apply between immediately adjacent utterances and indicate how these are connected with 

each other" (Lenk 1998b, 43). Schiffrin's model is dependent upon the five interconnected 

"planes of talk" she identifies. By Schiffrin's analysis, DMs have roles within each of these 

planes of talk, and furthennore DMs have "a function within the overall integration of discourse 

as a system" (Schiffrin 1987,313). Schiffrin's analysis addresses only DMs that create local 

coherence, or that integrate the planes of talk of strictly adjacent utterances. 

In her criticism of Schiffrin' s analysis, Redeker simplifies the fi ve planes of talk to three, 

since only the three she identifies always co-occur within conversation, and the other two have 

11 See Section 1.5.3 for more discussion of the Logico-Philosophic approach. 
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but sporadic occunence. Redeker models how discourse operators have "the plimary function 

of bringing to the listener's attention a particular kind of linkage of the upcoming utterance with 

the immediate discourse context" (Redeker 1991,1168). Through Redeker's definition of the 

three planes of talk, discourse operators show linkage not only sequential relationships between 

utterances, but also ideational and rhetorical relationships between adjacent utterances. 

From these key studies, it is clear that DMs are words or phrases that communicate some 

sort of underlying structure of spoken discourse. Given the properties of spoken discourse (as 

opposed to written discourse), particularly its spontaneous and face-to-face nature, DMs have a 

clear structuring utility to both listening and speaking conversational participants, SChOUHlP 'S 

study shows how OMs can reference non-spoken information, and in so doing coordinate 

multiple planes of talk between conversation participants with the utterance of Ol\/Is in the form 

of single \\orcls and small phrases. SchilTrin's and Redeker's studies, despite their diffe rences, 

share the core idea that DMs convey information regarding how the DM-Iadcn utterance relates 

to utterances immediately before and/or after. By conveying this adjacent-utterance relationship 

information, DMs convey local coherence relations between utterances. 

2.2.1 Local Coherence 
Local coherence refers to how sequential/adjacent elements of a conversation relate to 

and build from one another logically-that is, the manner in which chronologically adjacent 

utterances in a conversation, through their relationships and proximity to one another, work 

together to provide each with more meaning through context According to work by Schiffrin 

and Redeker (among others), a DM, by providing pragmatic infonnation regarding how its 

parent sentence relates to utterances in the same locality, function to build this local coherence. 
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DMs can build local coherence in a vmiety of ways. A DM may convey some sort of 

causative relationship with regard to the content of the utterances, such as A: I hurt my finger. B: 

So do you want a Band-Aid? They may convey some sort of correlation, such as A: I'm going 

home. B: Well, it's already 2:30AM. They may convey a positive relationship, such as A: This 

soup is hot. B: Yeah, it's really good. They may convey a negative relationship, such as A: I 

love writing papers. B: No, you're a masochist. Fully exploring the types of relationships 

conveyable through DMs is beyond the scope of this paper, suffice to say DMs provide 

important information that orients utterances local to one another, and in so doing, DMs provide 

structure in spoken discourse. 

2.3 The Approaches to Analyzing Casual Conversation 

Since \erbali/ed C(l llVCrs,lti on i s the rnost common form of human cOlllllluni caLion. mall'. 

eli ffcrcnL approaches to anal yzing spoken di scourse exist. each tai lored to anal yze the portions of 

conversational data that best illuminate a specific field of interest. Below is a chart illustrating 

five broad approaches to analyzing casual conversation. 

f
··· et!momclhodologicai .~.~, - " .. , Conw'rsation Analysis 

( i ) r EtlHlOgnlphy of Spc<tking (:w ) 

.r~· sociolill};uhnir - -. ~.c" ,· ... __ . -I I:ltl.:r'l,c~io.n.'\ ~ .S(ldolingt lis l. ic$ (!2 b) 

! 

(~~) .- \anatloB I tworv {:!(:} 

I ogi co-philosoph ic 
(ul 
")' 

SHtC lllr..t~·fun<:liollal 

(4) 

social-scm ioli c 
C)) 

--~-------f'Specdl Act Theory (:~a) 
LPra.gmalic3 (;-,h) 
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Figure 1: Approaches to Analyzing Casual Conversation 

(Eggins & Slade 1997,24) 

2.3.1 Ethnomethodological Approach 
The term "Conversational Analysis" was coined by pioneering sociologists, not linguists, 

who first brought conversation into the lens of academic research. As put by Sharrock and 

Anderson (1987), "the understanding of everyday talk" would allow them to "[see] the sense of 

ordinary activities" and thereby be "able to see what people are doing and saying" (qtd. in 

Eggins & Slade 1997, 25). Precedents set by sociologists via the ethnomethodological approach 

continue to shape the study of conversation. In Ii Simplistic Systernaticsfor the Organization of' 

Tu rn-Taking/en Conversation (hereafter simply Systemmics), the soci ologists Sacks, Scheglof f 

and Jefferson accounted for fourteen "grossl y apparent facts" of con versalion. 12 Givcn these 

I'acts, ana lysts.'lllode lecl conve rsation <I S a generat ive IIlCchanistIl, des igned to fulfill two basic 

function s"- spcakers ' ability to discern appropriate speaker role changes, and determination 0 1 

the next speaker (Eggins & Slade L99, 25). 

Sociologists ' ethnomethodologieal approach has two large problems, the first being that 

the approach neglects to "relate aspects of conversational organization to aspects of the 

organization of language as a whole," or more simply put, it does not incorporate linguistic 

research findings into a topic clearly influenced by language mechanics. By failing to address 

the relationship of their Systematics to the mechanics of language, the study by Sacks, et al. loses 

its potential to be quantitatively analyzed. Though Systematics presents the idea of compelling 

pattems in speech, the proof of the existence of these pattems is dependent upon "being able to 

describe the co-occurrence of linguistic patterns, involving rhythm, intonation, grammatical 

12 I will return to these observations later in the paper. 
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structure and semantics,"- an endeavor which all but requires the incorporation of linguistic 

research findings (Eggins & Slade 1997, 32). 

Second, with respect to tum-taking systematics , the sociologists' approach only allowed 

the analysis of aspects of turn-taking occurring with immediate proximity to the turn in question, 

which precludes the analysis of tums clearly related to one another content-wise, yet out-of-

synch chronologically (or, chronologically segmented interactions). This approach also 

precludes the analysis of tums and their causes and/or effects beyond their immediate 

proximity- while Systematics looks closely at how (for example) Speaker 1's utterance 

influences or is influenced by Speaker II 's utterance immediately before or after 1' s utte j'ance , 

the method fails to analyze those influences which may occur \vithmorc than one degree of 

chronological separation. Thi s is to say, the approach in SvSlf'lll({fics is llm ited to analyzing tUJTl-

laking phenul1lcna UlI 'l/ouilln c l. lln d fai ls 10 address theg!o!)({! effect turns h~l\,C ill the 

discourse (Eggins & Slade 1997,25-32). 

2.3.2 Sociolinguistic Approach 
Sociolinguistic approaches to analyzing conversation address the ethnomethodo]ogical 

approach's linguistic shortcoming and analyze "the use of language in the social contexts of 

everyday life" (Eggins & Slade 1997, 33). Though there are several different sociolinguistic 

perspectives, they share the view that language use is sensitive to social context and that social 

relationships can be affected by language use. Hence, the sociolinguistic approach strives to 

illuminate the relationship between specific language functions and specific social functions 

(Eggins & Slade 1997,33-40). 
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2.3.3 Logico-Philosophic Approach 

Logico-Philosophic approaches to analysis of spoken discourse focuses on the 

interpretation of utterances in conversation rather than the production or function of utterances in 

a conversation. In the logico-philosophic approach, how language functions within the discourse 

is of less interest than the suppositions and inferences which may be drawn from the utterance's 

content and from the fact that it was in fact made. Although several perspectives to the logico-

philosophic approach exist, Grice's Cooperative principle is a highly influential perspective 

(Eggins & Slade 1997,40-43). 

2.3.4 Structural-Functional Approach 

Structural-functional approaches to conversatlon seek to "describe conversation as a 

distincli \L'. hi ghly orgalli/eclle\el 01 language" (Taylor 8:. Cameron 1987, qtc\. ill Eggin s 8:. 

Slade 1997, 43). These approaches attempt [ 0 organ ize con versaLi on by other methods , s Llch as 

turns, acts, moves, etc. In so doing, discourse becomes recognized as a level of organization in 

of itself, distinct from already recognized levels such as grammar and phonology. By defining 

broader levels of conversational organization, the structural-functional app'i'oach allows for a 

more general type of conversational structure than does the ethnomethodological approach. This 

more general type of conversational structure in tum provides for looser associations in order to 

establish conversational relevance, which better accounts for (what appear to the observer as) 

vague references between participants in casual conversation (Eggins & Slade 1997, 43-58). 

2.3.5 Social-Semiotic Approach 

The Social-Semiotic approach looks to analyze casual conversation because "language 

provides the most finely articulated means for a nuanced registration of differences in power in 
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social hierarchical structures, both as a static system and in process" (Kress 1985, qtd. in Eggins 

& Slade 1997, 60). This approach looks at why interactions happen, how we study these 

interactions and what the socio-cultural and historical context of the interaction are . Broadly 

speaking, the social-semiotic approach to analyzing spoken discourse looks to define the 

underlying social causes and influences of language use, and hovv this language in turn causes 

and influences social interaction (Eggins & Slade 1997, 58-66). 

2.4 Approach Method of This Paper 
The breadth of these approaches makes it c lear that fo r sllccessful communi cation , 

participants in a conversation mllst simultaneously manipulate and accoun t fo r the other 

conversat ion participant 's manipu lation of a multitude of factors. I assume in th is paper that all 

these I'ac lo!'s alTect s pe~lkers' beha\'io r in a conversat ion and their methods of struc tur in g the 

conversation. Though I draw primaril y from the ELhnomethodological and Structural-Functional 

approaches, I do not limit my analysis to the confines of these approaches. Further, J am 

attempting to illustrate that speakers implement unique means of structuring spoken discourse, 

for example, using DMs. In order to analyze aspects of spoken discourse structuring, such as the 

use of DMs, it is vital that researchers have the tools necessary for an analysis of structure in 

spoken discourse. These tools are in the form of adequate transcription of spoken discourse, as 

well as information regarding conversation participants ' backgrounds that allows the researcher 

to understand coherence relations utilized in the conversation by participants. 

3.0 Organization of Conversation 
By its very existence, conversation has innate qualities of organization. Sacks, Schegloff 

and Jefferson addressed these qualities in their proposed conversational organization model, 
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Systematics. As many since them, the authors recognized speaker turns as the basic unit of 

organization for a conversation, since turns "[appear] to have an appropriate sort of general 

abstractness and local particularization potential" (S, S, J 1974, 700). They cite the following 

"grossly apparent facts" I 3 as proof that turns function to organize conversation, as these facts are 

largely true of any conversation: 

1) Speaker-change recurs or at least occurs 
2) Overwhelmingly, one party talks at a time 
3) Occurrences of more than one speaker at a time are common, but brief 
4) Transitions (from one turn to the next) with no gap and no overlap are common. Together with 

transitions characterized by slight gap or slight overlap, they make up the vast majority of 
transitions. 

5) Turn order is not fixed, but varies 
6) Turn size is not fixed, but varies 
7) Length of conversation is not specified in advance 
8) What parties say is not specified in advance 
C)) Relative distribution uf turns is not specified ill adv,u1ce 
[0) Number of parties can vary 
II) Talk can be continuous or ciiscontinuous 
l:.'1 Turn-allocatiUIl techniques ,Ire obviously used. ;\ currel1l speakel· may ~clcct a ncxt spcaku 

I~\s \\·hen hc addresses a queo;[ion to ~\llolher party'); ('I" parties may self-se lecl in starting to Lllk 

L\) Various 'turn·cllnstl"llctional units· are employed: e.g .. turns can be proj ec lecll~ 'one \\ nrd 
long,· llr they can be sentential in length 

14) Repair mechanisms exist for dealing with turn-taking error and violation; e .g., if two parties 
find themselves lalking at the same time, one of them will stop prematurely, 111L1S repairing the 
trouble. 

(5,5 &],1.974,700-701) 

3.1 Implemented Methods of Organization of Conversation 
The above observations indicate that content of a conversation is organized using several 

different methods, simultaneously. I say "method" rather than "unit" because I do not mean to 

suggest cutting conversation into pieces by the conventions outlined below. Rather, I suggest 

methods of analyzing conversation in the context of a specific property. This paper assumes that 

these methods of organization are Event, Speaker, Topic and Turn, as set forth below. 

13 These observations are generally true, but do have exceptions, particularly observation 14. Participants in spoken 
discourse are not necessarily as civil with one another as implied by 14. Iftwo parties are talking at the same time, 
rather than one stopping prematurely to keep from talking at the same time as the other, the interaction can quite 
easily escalate to both parties shouting at once, trying to be heard by the other. 
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3.1.1 Event 
When people converse with one another, they have a recollection of countless previous 

conversations they have had, either with their current conversant or with another. Often, 

people's ideas and understandings change from one conversation to another, and when people 

talk about the same thing on different occasions, there is a high likelihood that a mention of 

something on one occasion informs its mention on a different occasion. For example, if two 

people have lunch with one another every Monday at the same cafe, and each time they have 

lunch, they talk about the cars parked outside the cafe, it is highly likely that thc mention of a car 

during their conversation on the tenth lunch meeting will be related to the mention of a car 

during one of the previous nine lunch meetings. It is also possible that the mention during the 

tenth lunch meeting is related to the mention of a car during any previous intel-action they have 

hac! wi th regards to eMS. \\itl1 one another I'r q"irlz SOllle(!ne else cllrireh. 

£vell1 is a mcthod that or-ganizes/indicates the con ve rsation's occunence in lime and 

space. [n any Event, X number of content utterers will discuss Y topic(s) for Z period of time. 

One Event cannot be another, and Events do not (typically) overlap. This 'allows for the content 

in one Event to reference the content of another. The potential reference of one Event within the 

content of a different Event adds an additional level to relevance and coherence in discourse, as it 

implies that relevance and coherence influence and are influenced by content in a conversation 

which occurs within a completely different time and space_ Simply put, Event refers to the 

occurrence of a conversation. Just as while having a conversation, one may make mention of a 

previously-had conversation, and therefore, within one Event, a different Event may be 

referenced. 
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3.1.2 Speaker 
When people converse with one another, they are well aware of who is saying what. 

Utterances from different people, generally speaking, sound different, as people have different 

voices. Likewise, (generally speaking) utterances come from physical bodies with alocation and 

spatial relationship to other physical bodies, further allowing people to build an automatic 

awareness of from whom utterances come. Other than the simple awareness of utterance 

responsibility, in actual conversation, people have a working and evolving knowledge of the 

context of theiT conversant's utterances. The more people talk to and learn about one another, 

the more they understand what one another means in conversation , because lhe bui lding amount 

of background knowledge acts to gi ve context to utterances. Going back to my earlier example 

about two people meeting on Mondays for lunch. imagine that one of the people continually 

rnentions ho\\ much he (Ibsolutely lo \"es reel cars. parllcul,\rly foreign -made ones. and during one 

Monday he remarks "{hal is Illy dremll car!" with regards to one of the cars outside. On th is 

particular Monday, though he tells the other person that his dream car is oLltside, he never 

explicitly mentions that the car he is currently referring to is the red, foreign-made car that the 

second person sees parked outside the cafe. Yet, the second person can be understand which of 

the cars parked outside the cafe is the first person's favorite , because in the context of the 

background information accrued during prior interactions, the utterance, "Thatis my dream car," 

necessitates that the "dream car" is the red, foreign-made car parked outside, and not one of the 

others. 

Speaker is a method which classifies utterances by content utterer, and assigns each 

classified utterance with the background information associated with that specific content utterer. 

Within the conversation, every utterance is made by one of the paIiicipating content utterers 

within the Event, i.e. one of the Speakers. 
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Organizing the utterances by Speaker helps determine turn sequence and pragmatic 

relations between utterances. Participants and observers of conversations derive pragmatic 

infonnation based on outside-of-Event knowledge of that Speaker, and by assuming the same 

background information as that of its assigned Speaker, conversation content (utterances) 

acquires vital context. 14 By incorporating the background informabon solicited at the time of 

data collection (such as sex, age, occupation, etc.) into the organizational method Speaker, I am 

allowing the provided demographic information of linguistic research participants to inform 

Speaker background knowledge regarding a topic. Fm1hermore, while working with data, non-

solicited details about the background of a Speaker are revealed in the con ve rsation, sLlch as leve l 

of education. special interests. etc. I summarily assign such information found within the 

utterance to 5;p('uker. as this in formation also helps to inform the background knowledge <l 

,"Jp('ukCl" hel '; . {[-:or c\,ample . i I' S/lCoker /IS listed .IS ~.l \\Olllan. and in (Ill L\'CIIl she reve als she is cl 

mother of three toddlers, her level of knowledge regarding motherhood is (presumab ly) hi gher 

than that of a non-parent. If Speaker 1 tends to relate topics to one another via motherhood-

related themes, it is important that the researcher know the background knowledge of Speaker I 

is that of a mother of three toddlers. With this information in mind, researcher can more easily 

understand the coherence relations built moment-by-moment by Speaker I in the spoken 

discourse. ) 

14 In almost any conversational analysis, in addition to transcribedlrecorded conversation, the relationship between 
conversational participants and their backgrounds is of great importance, because these factors affect individuals' 
language use. (Biber 1988, 29-30) Douglas Biber places this information into three separate component 
categories- conversation participants' roles, characteristics, social evaluation and relations-but for the purpose of 
the current study, attaching them all to the single organizational method Speaker suffices. 
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3.1.3 Topic 
When people converse with one another, in a single conversation they typically talk about 

many different things. In the process of conversing, conversation participants speak more 

broadly or more specifically about different topics, and sometimes combine different topics or 

split a single topic into two more specific topics. Again, in the earlier example of two people 

talking over Monday lunch, always mentioning the cars parked outside, the cars parked outside 

are not necessarily the only topic of their conversation. The two may talk about what they are 

eating, which may lead to what their favOlite thing to eat is. This may lead to the topic of 

"favorite things," wh ich vvould include for one speaker, blue cars, as well as whatever favorite 

food he mentions. There are the topics of favorites, ot' cars and of food, and these topi cS employ 

pieces of one another yet also have their own specific characteristics. 

I (lpit· h ,[ method \\hieb organizes cO llversation content by speci fic topic. A topic Ina> 

occur across several turn s and multiple speakers, and appears in both consecuti ve and n Oll-

consecutive tum sequences. Often multiple Topics occur simultaneously, and Topics are picked 

up and dropped throughout a conversation by any or all Speakers. Topics in one Event often 

relate to Topics within another Event, hence conversation participants can make references to 

other Events via related Topics. (See related discussion of Event referencing in 2.1.1, above.) 

3.1.4 Turn 
When people converse with one another, it is clear when an utterance occurs relative to 

other utterances by simply listening to the order in which they occur. Likewise, it becomes clear 

which Speaker is responsible for an utterance by simply listening to the voice and locating from 

which physical body the utterance is coming. In spoken discourse, speakers (usually) take turns 
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in speaking, and knowing whose turn it is to speak means knowing 1) what utterance belongs to 

whom and 2) when that utterance occurs relative to other utterances. 

Turn is a method which organizes conversation participants 7 utterances by chronological 

occurrence and utterer possession/responsibility (Speaker) within the Event. Assuming that 

conversation participants maintain Relevance, Turns usually relate to one another via both 

content and pragmatic information. Turn is different from Speaker in that the organizational 

level of Speaker simply assigns utterances to their responsible Speaker, while also associating 

the background information of the Speaker with the utterance. The organizational method of 

Turn, however, by combining Speaker information with Event information grants both 

chronological and con textual information to an utterance, thereby communicating content and 

pragmatic information necessary to the parti cipants' ability to maintain Relevance. It is possible 

i'or Inore lha ll UIlt' conversati on participant to (XC LlPY a single Tum. and il1 these instances. bot h 

participants are collaborati vely contributing to the completion of the communication meant to 

take place at that point of the Event. 

3.2 Organizational Methods and the Analysis of Conversation 
Event and Speaker are means of organization determined by attributes and conditions of 

the utterances, rather than by what the speakers do to maneuver within the conversation. Once a 

conversation has started, it is implicitly decided that then and there is its Event. Once utterers 

engage in conversation with one another, it is clear that they are Speakers, and transcribing 

utterances and assigning them to correct Speakers is simply a task of identification. The two 

organizational methods addressed above are clearly identifiable and not the product of a fluid 
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collaborati ve effort of communication. They do not account for the actual mechamcs- the 

constant interpretation, revision and development-which characterizes human conversation. 

3.2.1 Topic, Turn, Relevance and Conversation 
The methods of Topic and Turn, however, are methods of organization that are not as 

clearly identifiable as are Event and Speaker, because they do not have a fixed occurrence. Topic , 

with its development based in participants' ever-growing and evol ving bank of knowledge 

during conversation, does not have a fixed occurrence. It is not clearly identifiable because with 

every new utterance in a SpOkCTl discourse, participants reinforce or change previous 

re lationships they un ders tood between Topics. or create new lopics to accom modate previously 

unconsidered information. Though partic ipants in casua l conversation organ ize the content of 

their spo kcn disC(lllrsc by means cd creat ion. elaboration an d specific ation d ( opics. the tact tha t 

these Topics are so malleable makes them diffi cult to clearly identify. Very often, a s ingle 

utterance employs several Topics, and in thi s case, how does one identify those Topic.')' 

individually, as well as in the context of the others? Though there may be some core aspect to a 

Topic, sllch as "cars" in the ear1ier example, over the course of but a few utterances a Topic 

acquires so many different possible avenues of development that identifying the Topic with more 

specificity becomes impossible, yet without adding specificity to the Topic , many utterances 

cannot claim a relationship to the Topic. 

The method of Turn, with its association of content, pragmatic information and 

placement in space and time is a method which by its existence implies negotiation between the 

Speakers. Who is speaking when, for how long, who interrupts, and who is prompted to speak? 

Why are people prompted to speak, and why do they sometimes opt to not obey a prompt? 
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Conversation is formed via a collaborative process, whkh requires that participants have 

a mutual understanding of the coherence of their shared spoken discourse. Grice's Cooperative 

Principle and Sperber & Wilson's Relevance (which developed from Grice) both model how 

conversation participants establish and maintain this understanding. In the Cooperative 

Principle, Grice uses his four Ma.:'Cims of Quantity, Quality, Relation and Manner to show that in 

order for a speaker to "signal her own cooperativeness, and in order to create favorable 

conditions to maint(j.in her hearer's cooperation, a speaker must indicate " ... how she perceives 

the parts to 'fit together well'" (Lenk 1998b, 21). When conversational participants mutually 

subscribe to the Cooperative PriJlciple, they can speak alternately, that is to say, take tUlll S . 

Sperber & Wilson reduced Grice's maxims to their single "Be r eleFollt,:' holding that of 

Grice's four conversational maxims. only the violation of Relofioll (or, Relel'((nce) results in the 

immediate breakdown OfCO!11mllnicatiolll ~ (Lenk J998b. 2]). In Rele\'(/ll( (' Theoll. Sperber & 

Wilson maintain that in a conversation, a hearer builds an understanding of the discourse by 

"constantly l working] out how the new contribution is relevant within the context" (Lenk 1998b, 

23). That understanding is in the context of conversational content, background infOlmation of 

the participants, etc. In addition, Relevance Theory holds that the hearer also regards how the 

speaker structures and orders her utterances as "the speaker's evaluation of the utterance's 

relevance within the context," which in turn infonns the hearer's "implicature about the 

speaker's intended meaning(s)" (Lenk 1998b, 23) . Because the listener will assume that the 

speaker's structure indicates the speaker's evaluation of the speaker's own relevance, the speaker 

has the task of indicating "how she conceives of the structural organization of her tum and its 

integration into the overall structure of the ongoing topic ... and its relevance in the particular 

15 Note, though, that Grice also recognized this; in his list of possible violations, only violations of relevance are not 
included. (Lenk 1998b, 22) 
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context" (Lenk 1998b, 23). To indicate how she is structuring the discourse , the speaker llses 

lexical signals "that will facilitate the hearer's activities of interpretation and considerably help 

to reduce the processing effort" (Lenk 1998b, 23). These lexical signals, as argued by Lenk, 

quite frequently take the form of DMs. 

4.0 DMs and Things That Look Like Them 
My earlier introduction to DMs demonstrated that the various theories of DM function 

and OCCUlTcnce share one thing in common: all of the theories called a large variety of signal -

bearing expressions DMs, thereb y reducing DMs to a group of expressions that all carry 

pragmatic mi'ormation, but othcl"\\ise sh are little in commOll. 

For perspectivc. an analogo lLs CITor in data grouping for analysis would be 10 analYle 

"describing \\u rci:< Clnclilever <lttcrnpt to f ill e! more close ly associated subgroups \\ lth in 

"describing words" and analyze those subgroups separately . The outcome would be that for their 

mutually broad ability to "describe," adjectives and adverbs would be analyzed as "describing 

words," but they would not be analyzed separately in terms of their definitive aspects. Without 

analyzing the subgroups of "describing words," the definiti ve aspects of adjectives and adverbs 

would be superseded by a general analysis in the context of "descriptive words." 

4.1 Fraser's Pragmatic Markers 
Bruce Fraser (1990) addresses DMs and their relationship to things which are often 

mistaken as DMs-other pragmatic markers. Fraser makes a case for three different types of 

pragmatic markers: Basic Pragmatic Markers (BPM), Commentary Pragmatic Markers 

(CPM), and Parallel Pragmatic Markers (PPM). Fraser posits that DMs are a specific type of 

CPM, "analogous to transitive verbs being one type of verb" (Fraser 1990, 387). As a CPM, 
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DMs share all characteristics of CPM with their pragmatic marker type members, as well as the 

characteristics which create the need for the subgroup DMs. 

Pragmatic Markers 

Basic Pragmatic 
Markers (BPM) 

Com'mentary Pragmatic 
Markers (CPM) 

Parallel Pragmatic 
Markers (PPM) 

~ ~ 
Discourse Markers 

' ·T:·S~':- vl;,ords CK;-sseS5 FF-1-5er··.je r~n21j 

!.~: -·l3r as!e'!s~ i cs c·f D!~cGurse r'J2r~,fj :- S. 

')['d in-, r~Cln=:r','m '}'-''' 

Non-Discourse Marker 
CPMs 

:~;j(~"i as Lenk's i.r.h~·ia·,~!niairii · Tbese 
'Nords dc-not possess Ff2:1SE:f 'S 

c:h;YJC\8risti cs or Discourse Make's 
ir.li do provide cGf1) f1)Snta ri 

::ra:.JF1lG i:: iril'3'''}h'' '1 

Diagram 1: Fraser' s Organization of Pragmat ic Markers 

Before I continue with my discussion of the pragmatic marker type CPM and its 

subgroup DM, for reasons of clarity and passive comparison I will begin the discussion by 

brief1y presenting all three of Fraser's pragmatic marker types. 

4.1.1 Characteristics of Basic Pragmatic Markers (BPM) 
BPMs make the "intended basic message [illocutionary] force" 16 explicit (Fraser 1990, 

386). 

16 Fraser never actually uses the term "illocutionary force," nor "illocutionary force indicating device," though he 
does juxtapose the terms "illocution" and "force" throughout. From his framework, 1 was able to associate the 
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For example, 

3) John did it. VS. I suggest John did it. 

In Example 3, the act of the sentence "John did it" being uttered does not change with the 

addition of I suggest to the sentence. However, the phrase I suggest assigns the explicit 

understanding of "John did it" as a CLAIM. Without I suggest, "John did it" can be interpreted 

as a claim, suggestion, acknowledgement or a warning. By assigning explicit understandings to 

utterances , BPMs serve to carry pragmatic information regarding an utterance's basic message 

force- that is, they act as an illocLltionary force indicating devic'e (Fraser 1990,386). 

4.1.2 Characteristics of Parallel Pragmatic lVIarkers (PPM) 

PPMs "encode an entire lliessage, but one separate from and in addition to the basic 

([tl el/or cumrnent ar y message(s)" ( Fraser 1990. ::;87) . In addition IU iunctionally-defin ecl \\(ll"ci s . 

vocatives arc characteristically PPMs. 

For example, 

5) Take your shoes off the table. vs. Take your darnn shoes off the table. 

6) Right this way. VS. Sir, right this way. 

In Example 5, the word damn "signals that the speaker is annoyed, perhaps at the shoes 

being on the table" (Fraser 1990, 387). Damn does not itself comment on the utterance's content 

as a statement (as would a CPM), nor does it make the illocutionary force of the message explicit 

(as would a BPM). Instead, damn encodes the speaker's feelings regarding something separate 

"force" he spoke of with an online linguistic glossary (Anderson, Day, Loos, Jordan & Wingate), which provided 
definitions for "illocutionary force" and related terms. For clarity, I substitute "illocutionary force" in this paper. I 
am unsure as to why Fraser did not properly address BPMs' and CPMs' property of indicating illocutionary force 
and the specifics thereof, but for the purpose of this paper pursuing the point is gratuitous. 
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from the utterance altogether- it makes a comment in addition to the parent sentence. The shoes 

are irritating to the speaker not because he is uttering the sentence, and his uttering the sentence 

or the word damn has nothing to do with the speaker's understanding of the hearer's stance 

regarding the shoes (Fraser 1990, 387). 

In Example 6, the vocative Sir signals the speaker's perceived social role relative to the 

hearer, and based on intonation, context, etc., this exact relationship could be of many varieties. 

Most typically, the use of Sir would indicate that the speaker perceives the hearer of higher or 

perhaps equal social rank as himself. [7 In any case, the use of Sir has nothing at all to do with 

the content of its parent sentence: PPMs neither assign explicit understanding to (as would a 

BPl'vO nor comment on the content of their parent sentence (as would <1 CPM). 

4.1.3 Characteristics of Commentary Pragmatic Markers (CPM) 

CPMs encode a message of both ."[illocutionarYl force and content- which constitutes a 

comment on the basic message itself' (Fraser 1990,386). 

For example, 

4) We are lost. vs. Unfortunately, we are lost. 

Unlike BPMs, w1fortunately in Example 4 and the rest of CPM type, does not make 

ex plieit the force of the utterance. Instead, CPMs contain content regarding the speaker's 

evaluation of the utterance's content-this is to say that the content in the CPM is separate and 

independent of the content within its parent sentence, and the CPM content carries with it its own 

pragmatic information regarding the force of its own content. In the example, unfortunately 

17 It is also possible that the speaker regards the hearer as socially inferior, and is using the vocative Sir as a means 
of sarcasm to punctuate the social distinction. There are many different possibilities as to the social relationship 
conveyed through vocatives and their pragmatic marker group PPM, but for the purposes of this paper such 
disclission is gratuitous. 
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canies content regarding the speaker's understanding of the hearer's stance on their being lost , 

and the force of that content is that the speaker believes this content to be undesirable in some 

sense to the hearer l8 (Fraser 1990, 386). 

4.2 The CPM subgroup "Discourse Marker" 
Now that Fraser's distinctions between pragmatic marker types and where exactly DMs 

fit within his organizational scheme, I will discuss Fraser's characterization of the CPM 

subgroup, Discourse Markers. 

Fraser makes the importanJ distinction that DMs share form and sound \vith nOll-DM 

words, andlhese words arc in a homonymous relationship \vith DiVIs- as opposed to a 

polysemolLs relationship. By this distinctioll. Fraser means that though a word nyay look and 

sound like ~\ wurd wh ich IS ,t UM. it shares on ly form. and not meaning \\ith its DNI homonym! " 

When a word functions as a DM, it has " a core pragmatic meaning, a meaning separate from any 

content meaning of the homopholloUS form, and a meaning which signals how the speaker 

intends the message following to relate to the foregoing discourse" (Fraser 1990, 395). If DMs 

were polysemous with words with which they share form, the suggestion would be that those 

words cany meaning associations denoted by DMs, even when not functioning as a DM. 

Fraser's distinction means that when a word functions as a DM, it is a DM because it performs a 

specialized pragmatic sequencing function which is part of that word's meaning only when the 

18 Note that unfortunately is a CPM, but is not of the subgroup Discourse Marker. Actually, unfo!1unately is within 
the same subgroup as incidentally: Here I use unfortunately because it easily characterizes the general attributes of 
the class CPM. One notices that the force of unfortunately is dependent upon its lexical definition and semantic 
implications, an observation which supports the homonymous attribute of words such as unfortunately and 
incidentally. Below, I will clarify how DMs do not rely on homonymy in order to give force to their content, as is 
required by their membership to CPM. 
19 It is important to not confuse homonymy with polysemy. As used in this paper and (most commonly) by sources 
cited herein, "homonymous" words are words which share form but have different meanings. If a word is 
polysemous, all shared forms of it constitute a single word with many (somehow) related meanings. 
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word is a DM, and this specialized function aspect of the meaning is not an aspect of the word's 

meaning if used for a non-DM function. By Fraser's model, words of the same form as a DM 

counterpart are homonymous, sometimes described as "bi-functional," and are "unrelated 

phenomena [from DMs] with different functions and different meaning that just happen to share 

the same form" (Lenk 1998, 47). 

Building from this distinction that DMs are quite separate from words that in form and 

sound resemble them, Fraser's model groups DMs by their highly-specialized function of 

providing unique and class-identifiable pragmatic information?O To further prove that OMs are 

grouped by this highly-specialized pragmatic fUllct ion, as well as their homonymous relationship 

\\ith words 01' lhe SclnlC form, Frase r makes lhe hypothetical source-wore! point. Ii' OMs \ve re 

polysemes of their shared-form words. since the non-DM polysemes come from such varied 

grammat ic al calegur i t.'.~, ( !ear ly the ( omrnoJ) fllnction is IlOr the grammatical propert ies of the 

would-be polysemolls source word, but insLead some different, specialized pragmatic function 

speci fic to those \'Iiords functioning as .oMs. As Fraser ex.plai ns, "Discourse Markers arc not 

adverbs, for example, masquerading as another category from time to time" (Fraser 1990,388). 

[f DMs derived from a specific syntactic category, it would be highly suspect that DMs are 

simply members of an already-identified syntactic category, and the DM functions would 

therefore be functions associated with that syntactic category. However, since the hypothetical 

(hypothetical because Fraser advocates for homonymy) polysemous source words derive from 

such vmied grammatical categories, Fraser theorizes that DMs constitute their own grammatical 

category. Chart 1 below shows examples of the hypothetical distribution of DM polysemous 

words' sources: 

20 Later I will discuss the highly specialized function of DMs, applying pieces of Fraser 's model to Lenk's ideas 
regarding global and local coherence building characteristics ofDMs. 



Discourse Marker 
Lexica/Inventory Source of 

Polysemous Word 

Now Adverbial 
To repeat Literally used phrase 
While I have you Idiomatic phrase 
Look Verb 
Well lnte~ection 

But Coordinate Conjunction 
However Subordinate Conjunction 
Anyway Ambiguous 
OK Ambiguous 

Char! I: Hypothetical Discourse Marker Source Distribution 

(Fraser 1990, 388) 

Because DMs provide such specialized pragmatic information and derive from all 

syntactic categories. Praser creates the gram rll<lt ical category of Di scourse Marker (subgroup ot' 

CPM), and claims that the members share characteristics 1 -VI below: 

1. Members of Fraser's grammatical category DM share a specialized sequencing function in 

the language. DMs may have homophonous words or expressions that function otherwise, 

that is, not as a DM. 

For example, 

7. A: I want it finished today. However, you do it. 

8. A: I want it finished today, however you do it. 

In the Example 7, however contains its own content (its comment on the contrast of 

expectations between speaker and listener), and within that content lies the basic 

illocutionary force of the however's content's message, thereby making it a DM by Fraser's 
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characterization. However as in Example 7 means "I want it finished today, and I want it 

done such that you, not another person, have facilitated its finish." By assuming this 

meaning, however also gi yes a force to the sentence that would not otherwise be present-it 

Signals the speaker's recognition of the contrast in expectations of the task ' s undertaker. 

Note that as used in Example 7 however possesses both main properties of a CPM. 

In Example 8, however serves simply to modify the method of how finishing is to be 

done, in noway commenting on the discourse relations, but instead serving as a type of 

manner adverbial. As used in Example 8, however means "I want it finished today, and I 

don't care how its finish is facilitated, so long as it gets fini shed." The use of however in 

Example 8. whi Ie it cloes suppl ement the content of the utterance , it does not change the force 

of the utterance. (n stcad . hOlt 'ever in Example 8 connects the senten ce context as ,voul e! an 

~\dverb i'l 1. \Vi thoul //()IU'l'I:'i' luI' an equivale nt). the meaning of Examp le S cannot be 

achieved: hOlvever c10es not have its own content in Example 8 as it does in Example 7 

(Fraser 1990,388). 

In the readings of Examples 7 and 8, there are two main differences, each having to do 

with pauses in the immediate vicinity of the OCCUlTence of however. In both examples, the 

pause before however differs in type and (therefore) length. In Example 7, a period indicates 

the completion of the just-uttered thought, signaled by a long pause. In Example 8, a comma 

indicates the just-uttered thought as to-be-augmented, signaled by a shorter pause. 

Additionally, in Example 7 there is a shorter pause (indicated by a comma) just after however, 

whereas there is no pause at all after however in Example 8. The pause before however in 

Example 7 serves to distinguish two separate thoughts-the desire to have it finished today, 

and the related but separate directive of exactly who will finish it (you). 
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Contrastingly, the pause before hovvever in Example 8 indicates the desire to have it 

finished today and (related to that desire) the manner in which it is desired that that finishing 

be fulfilled. The second half of Example 8, " ... however you do it," can have two different 

readings, based on how the "you" is interpreted, but both readings still render however as an 

adverbial, not a DM. By one reading, the "you" is a generic you, meaning, "I want it 

finished today, and any-which-way that anyone could possibly get it finished is the way in 

'vvhich I want it finished, so long as it gets finishe~ today." By the second reading, "you" is 

specific to the li stener, meaning, "1 want it finished today, and any-which-way that you, my 

listener, could possibl y get it finished is the way in \v hic h I want it finished , so long as it gets 

finish ed [oday," Notice that with e ither "Y'OLl," th e second hal f of Example 8 func ti ons to 

modify the lIIallller ill Il'!lieli if is J() belinished roc/m', and not by \vhom it is to be finished, 

['he [alter is achieved by the usage O I'/WII'(,\'Cr dS In Exampl e 7, \\hic h reads a:) "j want il 

fini shed today, but 1 also \\'ant you be the one to finis h it" While this may seem like hair 

splitting, however as in Example 7 indicates i\locLltionary force independent of the other 

utterance content, whereas however in Example 8 depends on its juxtaposition with the other 

utterance content in order to act as an adverbial relating to manner in "how I want it finished 

today." 

The pauses before and after however in Example 7 above acts to make however function 

independent of either the thought expressed before or after its occurrence, but by its 

occurrence it augments the meaning of both utterances, The pause before however and the 

lack of pause after it in Example 8 above acts to make however dependent upon the content 

of its parent sentence for modification, and the sentence prior for its context. As in Example 



7, hovvever is a DM serving its sequencing function, whereas in Example 8, hovvever is 

simply an adverbial modifying surrounding sentence context. 

II. If an expression is a DM, then "that is its exclusive function in the sentence. C ... ) What 

follows from this is the fact that a DM has no effect on the content meaning of a sentence," 

since the DM independently augments and comments on its parent sentence's content but 

does nothing to alter the parent sentence itself (Fraser 1990,389). 

For example, 

9. However. I do not drink coffee. 

J.O, There arcoccasions. hOH'n'er, when [ drink coffee. 

II. ! drink tea. h()1I'eFer 
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In E\Lllnples 9. [0 and J I above, the inclusIOn or'the D"'-l/w\\'C\'cr in no \\a) changes tile 

content meaning of the sentences, In Example 9, however functions to comment on the 

speaker's not-drinking-coffee, as contrasted to other things she may do or drink., In Example 

10, however functions to comment on the speaker's habit of drinking coffee which contrasts 

by coffee-drinking situation. Finally, in Example 11 however functions to comment on the 

fact that she does drink tea, though that contrasts with things she does not drink or do, In all 

three examples, however functions to comment on its parent sentence's relation to some other 

part of a larger discourse, meanwhile the DM does not change the content meaning itself. 

III. DMs can occur utterance-initially, utterance-internally or utterance-finally, although they 

typically occur utterance-initially (Fraser 1990, 389). 



In Examples 9, 10 and 11 above, the DM however is successfully used in each of the 

three positions. Please see above discussion in II for their individual functions. 
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IV. The LIse or omission of DMs "does not alter the potential discourse relationship between the 

message which follows and the foregoing discourse. C ... ) a DM does not create meaning as 

do the other commentary pragmatic markers such as C .•. ) amazingly, but only orients the 

hearer" (Fraser 1990, 390).21 

V. "DMs are clearly distinguishable from other classes of commentary pragmatic markers which 

typically occur in L1llerance-initial position" in that " <.) DNI signals the speaker's view of how 

the message following relates to the preceding" (Fraser 1990.390-391 ) 

L2. Speaker A 

Speaker B 

Mary left. 

1. John stayed. 

[1. And John stayed. 

111. Anyways John stayed. 

IV But John stayed. 

v. So John stayed. 

V1. However, John stayed. 

V11. Well, John stayed. 

Vlll. Then, John stayed. 

IX. Amazingly Jolm stayed. 

21 The discussion of examples 12i through 12xi illustrates DM characteristics IV and V. 
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x. Incidentally John stayed. 

Xl. Unfortunately John stayed. 

In the above Example 12, Variations ii - viii contain DMs that orient the parent sentence 

relative to other parts of a larger discourse, without creating meaning within the parent 

sentence. In Variations ix - xi, the use ofnon-DM CPMs creates meaning within the parent 

sentence, subtle though it may be. Specifically, the use of amazingly in Variation ix creates 

the meaning that "John stayed, and that was ex.traordinarily surprising, (perhaps he was 

expected to leave since Mary had left)." In Variation x., the LLse of incidentally creates the 

meaning that "John stayed, and that was unexpected and/or unimportant (regardless of 

Mary's departure)." In Variation x.i, the use of un/ortlllwtely creates the meaning that "John 

stayed. and this \Vas contrary to the wishes of those remaining (who might ha\'c preferred th at 

Mary stay instead)." Each usage of the non-DM CPMs orients the content of its parent 

sentence to the prior discourse (Speaker A's "Mary left") but does so via creating new 

meaning within its parent sentence, and it is through this CPM-created meaning that the two 

pieces of discourse are related to one another via the CPM, and not through a specialized 

discourse relevance function such as in DMs. As used above, amazingly, incidentally and 

unfortunately do not signal a sequential discourse relationship as is characteristic of DMs, but 

instead link utterances by means of creating new meaning therein. 

Contrastingly, the use of DMs in Variations ii - viii does not create new meaning within 

the parent sentence. In Variation ii, and orients John's staying with Mary's simultaneous 

leaving. In Variation iii, anyways orients John's staying as unimportant as relative to Mary's 

leaving. In Variation iv, but orients John's staying as it contrasts factually to Mary's leaving 
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and his (possibly) leaving with her. In Variation v, so orients John's staying as a 

consequence to Mary's leaving. In Variation vi, however orients John's staying as jt 

contrasts factually to Mary's leaving and his (possibly) leaving with her. In Variation vii, 

well orients John's staying as uninfluenced by Mary's leaving. In Variation viii, then Olients 

John's staying as chronologically relevant to Mary's leaving. In each usage ofDMs, the DM 

orients the content of its parent sentence to the prior discourse (Speaker A's "Mary left") 

without creating new meaning within its parent sentence; DMs, as demonstrated by ii - viii 

above serve a sequencing function without creating new meaning within its parent sentence . 

VI. Interjections are not DMs. "An interjection C ... ) is an entirely separate 'sentence'. an 

expression ( ... ) which encodes an entire basic message typically involving the speaker's 

ernoticnwl state"~ (Fraser \990. Y) I). 

For example, 

13. Ouch! I need a Band-Aid. 

14. So, I need a Band-Aid. 

In the Example 13 above, the interjection ouch conveys the message that something 

physically harmful has happened which requires the application of a Band-Aid. Arguably, 

here ouch orients "I need a Band-Aid" with some larger discourse that gives information 

regarding the events leading to the current need of a Band-Aid. However, as an interjection, 

ouch requires no larger discourse in order to discem the reason for why a Band-Aid would be 

needed; the expression ouch tells us that something physically hurts, and therefore ouch by 

itself acts as the related discourse, and "I need a Band-Aid" the effect of that discourse. 
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Hence, if ouch is the discourse in and of itself, it is not a DM orienting an utterance to a 

larger or separate discourse. 

So in Example 14, however, does act as a DM because its presence implies that some 

larger or separate discourse exists which has created the present need for a Band-Aid. Some 

"X" discourse happened, and "so I need a Band-Aid." No comment as to current physical 

pain (as with ouch) is made within the word so. The word simply functions to orient "I need 

a Band-Aid" to some larger discourse within which the cause is located. 

4.3 Lenk's DiVIs and Coherence 

Uta Len k (l998b) addresscs DiVIs and their relationshIp to the discourse. As established 

in Data Sample I and Sections 2.0 and 2.1 above, in a casual conversation topics change \\'ith 

great rrequency anei rapId ity. speakers make interact ional moves \\ i th much vari ation, anel n Olle 

of these conversational features are clearly recognizable OLlt of context. Given that spoken 

conversation is the most commonly Llsed form of human communication, the ability to navigate 

this complex interaction is not simply a feat; something must function to indicate topic changes 

(and sLLch), else conversation, in the chaotic and casual form in which we practice it, would 

hardly be possible. In reference to how listeners and speakers organize talk in order to keep 

track of the conversation while simultaneously speaking, Lenk states, "Only the lise of items that 

specify relations and connections not only between adjacent but also between remote segments 

of discourse makes it possible for hearers to figure out how it all fits together" (Lenk 1998b, 3). 

Lenk (l998b) strives to prove that discourse markers, in addition to providing pragmatic 

infonnation in their immediate vicinity "help hearers achieve an understanding of a conversation 

as a coherent whole" (Lenk 1998b, 3). Before Lenk's study (1998b), Schiffrin and Redeker 



(among others) showed DMs' role in their immediate vicinity. Since these studies, DMs have 

been generally accepted as words that function to help maintain coherence in their immediate 

vicinity, that is, locally. However, Lenk's analysis looks at DMs as having more than their 

previously-studied function of signaling local coherence in a discourse. In her analysis, Lenk 

posits that additionally, DMs function to structure the entire discourse and link remote, non-

sequential parts of the discourse to one another, that is, DMs signal global coherence. 

4.3.1 Global Coherence 
Casual conversations arc characterized by a multitude of interactional developments which resul t 
('rom the variety of clJnversational act ivities that nre at the parti cipants' di sposal. These inc lude 
(l'requent) changes or topic, digressions from and later returns to a topic. and perhaps even para llel 
maintained topics whe n the conversation temporarily splits lip into several conversational strands. 
These different conversationa l strands can be maintained separately for a wh ile and may then 
converge again. The questio n of coherence arises when a participant in or an analyze r or thi s 
'_'"n\ersat it' n ~ I re tryi ng In make ~ e ll Sc of ho\\' It is all connected. {I.enk 100Sb. 17 1 

:\s Len k well characteri zes. the man y di t'feren t interactional deve lopments 0 r 
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conversation create quite an obstacle to participants and/or analyzers of the conversation, simply 

because it becomes increasingly difficult to understand "how it is all connected" (Lenk 1998b, 

17). Global coherence refers to "the relations between segments in the discourse that appear 

further apm1, with other stretches of discourse in between" (Lenk 1998b, 27), meaning, global 

('oherence relations are those relations which grant some organization to the chaos of 

conversation, because they show the connections between related but non-sequential pieces of 

discourse. 

Sperber and Wilson observe, " [interpreting an utterance] involves seeing the contextual 

effects of this assumption in a context determined, at least in part, by earlier acts of 

comprehension" (Sperber & Wilson 1986, 118). Schourup, Schiffrin and Redeker all hold that 

DMs provide implicit information and convey the presence of relationships between the 
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utterance and some non-uttered "other \Norld" or "plane of talk." Lenk's concept of DMs' global 

coherence-granting function provides for the maintaining relevance despite the chaos of 

conversation, and doing so via DMs . The concept is not a huge leap, in that Lenk simply applies 

a previously-identified and accepted function of DMs to a larger unit of analysis: beyond 

utterances, and to the level of discourse. 

4.3.2 A Small Problem with Lenk 

M y one qualm with Lenk is her treatment of the Homon ym y and Polysem y debate with 

regards to DMs. Lenk refutes Fraser' s assertion that DMs are pure ly bi -funetional and not bi -

semetic. Lenk argues that cases can be made which prove th at a OM (by her defin iti on of OM) 

utilizes a same-rorm counterpart's lexical value in order to convey its pragmatic func ti on-that 

[ c; . rather lil ,lll being ho monymous with DM s. by Lcnk 's analysis \\ ords or same fo rm as DivI s. 

arc polysemolls with OMs. Lenk provides th e foll owing Ex.amples,, 2 [ 5 an d 16: 

15)21 
a busi ness letters between people are tutoi ant24 so to say 

A "no I "no I "no I suppose that is . perhaps " yes# - I "I've got an e:normous number 
of them# - [@m] "which I would be perfectly willing to ((syll) let you have# - . but I 
" thought perhaps it ((would» better *be ((3 sylls» * 

a '~ wel1 this this* is fine to be going on with yes incidentally would you excuse me for 
about two minutes. 

A **"yes#** 

a **I've** just got to go and see a man upstairs and [@] I'll be back [@] genuinely 
within three minutes 

(Lenk 1998b, 48) 

22 Data in these examples come from examples within Lenk's 1998 text, but originate from the London- Lund
Corpus. A quick guide to prosodic transcription symbols used in this corpus can be found in Appendix II. 
23 This interaction is on the telephone and speaker (a) needs to be excused from the conversation to speak to a man 
who is actually physically present. 
24 Lenk gives no explanation for the woro "tutoiant," ano I cannot offer one myself. Whatever its meaning, the word 
has no bearing on actual example, and I include it here strictly because this is how Lenk provided the example in her 
work. 
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16) 25 

tl and it was only when he stabbed ((a» sergeant# that they let him go # and (laughter) 

f I suppose incidentally became very popular with the other ranks# 

(Lenk 1998b, 48) 

In Lenk's analysis, the use of incidentally in Example 15 is as a DM, whereas in Example 

16 incidentally instead refers to the manner in which the previously mentioned "he" became 

"popular with the other ranks," and not as a DM. Regardless of this functional difference in the 

use of incidentally between Example 15 and Example 16, Lenk holds that both instances of 

incidcnwllv "share the meaning of a 'subordinate' or chance occurrence" (Lenk 1998b , 47-48), 

and since they share this meaning, that Fraser's analysis, which slated lhal DMs have " ;1 core 

pragmati c meanin g . .. :'i cparate from any conLent meaning ol'lhe homophonous fonn" (Frase r 

1990.395). IS flmvecl. 

Hovvever, Lenk's argument for DM polysemy against Fraser's homonymy is blatantly 

flawed in its comparison because of a paradox inherent to her argument. Although by Lenk' s 

model incidentally is a DM, by Fraser's model, incidentally as used by Lenk in both of her 

examples is not a DM at all, because Lenk's example uses what Fraser considers a non~DM 

homonymous form of the word incidentally. Although Fraser's organization of pragmatic 

markers places Lenk's incidentally in the same subgroup CPM as DMs, his characterization of 

the subgroup for DMs categorically disallows incidentally from being a DM. Rather than prove 

polysemy over homonymy for homophonous forms ofDMs, Lenk's example only illustrates 

inconsistency in the application of Fraser's model with regards to homonymy.26 

25 This interaction is between a talk radio host (f) and his guest (tl). The host adds to the thought of the guest, so that 
the utterance makes most sense when read as though from a single speaker. 
26 Please see Diagram 1, Section 4.1.2 and Section 4.2 for relevant parts of Fraser's framework. 
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4.4 Lenk and Fraser, Together 

Lenk's idea of global coherence is not affected by recognizing DM homonymy rather 

than her proposed polysemy. In fact, the polysemy/homonymy debate is the only incompatibility 

between Fraser's model for DM placement in the pragmatic marker family and Lenk's concept 

of DMs' simultaneous global and local coherence conveyance. As Lenk's global and local 

coherence model is not affected by adopting the position of homonymy, and Fraser's 

organizational model is therein preserved, with the disproved of Lenk's proof against Fraser's 

homonymy position. the [\Vo can be used in tandem. as T do herein. 

5.0 Spoken Discourse and Revealing its Structure 

One may ask, "What is the utility of studying discourse markers, and why is it important 

to know such spec; fic information about them'?" While written discourse typically features 

easily-identifiable structure, spoken discourse requires its participants to have some passive 

understanding of its implicit structure. The fact that conversation participants in Data Sample 1 

above continue conversing with little or no hesitation illustrates that participants in the 

conversation have some understanding of the structure in place, and can catTy on a fluid 

conversation despite frequent topic changes. As established by linguists such as Schourup, 

Schiffrin, Redeker, and others, DMs have a pragmatic function in spoken discourse, and grant 

sequential information to those utterances occurring within their immediate vicinity. Fraser 

posits that DMs are a specific type of pragmatic marker, and their function is highly specialized 

and identifiable. Lenk takes earlier ideas of DMs a step further, saying that not only do they 

grant local coherence to utterances, but perhaps even more importantly, DMs grant global 
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coherence to discourses. When considered cumulatively, these studies overwhelmingly point to 

DMs as vital to the creation and maintenance of the structure of spoken discourse; therefore 

understanding DMs is likewise vital to developing our understanding of how the brain creates 

and maintains structure in language and thought. 

Since gaining a better understanding of DMs allows us to develop our understanding of 

the structure of language, correspondingly, studying DMs enables us better understand spoken 

language as a whole. As stressed by Ha11iday: 

It is in spuntaneous. operational speech that the grammatical system of a language is most fully 
exploited. sllch that its semantic frontiers expand and its potential for meani ng is e nhanced. This 
is why we have to look to spoken discourse for at least some of the evidence on which lo base our 
theory c,f the language. (qtd. in Eggins & Sladc. 1997. 316) 

The rapidity and spontaneity required or participants ill casual conversatiDn demand that 

participanls usc I,lnguagc elTiclently. effectively and quickly The very facr th<lt COl1\cr~a tic)]1 

participants are able to maintain coherence, despite lack of explicitly-addressed topic changes, 

shows that in casual conversation, participants utilize an efficient, effective and quick means of 

structure with neither planning nor editing. To understand how language is used 'vvith such 

efficiency, effectiveness and rapidity, we must study the instances which most commonly require 

the use of language in these ways, one of which is casual conversation. 27 Furthermore, withi n 

these instances, we must explore what aspects of language al10w it to be used in such a manner. 

I believe DMs are an aspect of language which contribute greatly to its efficient, effective and 

rapid usability. 

27 As mentioned in Section 2.0, some forms of written language, particularly technology-aided written 
communication, resemble casual conversation. I believe the study of these forms, too, would yield valuable 
information with regards to language used in the context of rapidity and spontaneity, but exploration of these forms 
is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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In Section 2 above, I showed that one of the main difficulties of spoken discourse is that 

unlike written discourse, spoken discourse is not by its very nature preserved, thus mandating 

that all spoken discourse organization be done on-the-spot. Similarly, the analysis of written 

discourse is much easier in that by its very existence, written discourse is available in an 

analyzable medium. The analysis of spoken discourse, however, requires the actual event of the 

discourse to be somehow preserved, thereby putting the spoken discourse into an analyzable 

medium. Usually, this is in the form of a recording spoken discourse, and later transcribing the 

recording. 

5.1 D~Is and Organization in Transcription 

In transcribing spoken discourse for purpose of linguistic analysi s. tran sc ription practices 

dre ~Hrnecl (It prescn'in g spoke n discourse ((I it \\,(/,\ IIlJ ercd. Considerin g the limitat ioJl s uf 

symbols on a page In terms of their ability to con vey the actual human language produced. 

transcription does a decent job of lending representation to phonetic sounds, pauses, intonation, 

etc. 28 If familiar with the transcribing conventions of a pmticular transcription, a reader of a 

transcribed spoken discourse can somewhat easily reproduce what the conversation sounded 

like. 29 Though transcripts are usually sound-for-sound representative of what was said during 

the event of the spoken discourse, cinyone who has read a transcription of spoken discourse 

recognizes that it is much more difficult to follow a transcribed version of spoken discour~e than 

to follow a spoken discourse in its original spoken form. Simply stated, while understanding the 

content of a conversation is quite easy while participating in the conversation, understanding the 

28 I have not addressed the effects of these in the structure of spoken discourse, because that area of inquiry is 
beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice to say that features such as phonetic sounds, pauses and intonation do grant 
structure to spoken discourse. 
29 The transcript of Data Sample 1 is simplified; many annotations, such as those for intonation, have been removed 
from the original transcript in the interest of providing a more readable transcript. 
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content of a conversation by only reading its transcription is very difficult. Clearly, the difficulty 

in understanding lies in the change of medium, from the rich world of human interaction to the 

representational world of transcription on paper. 

In Section 3 above I discuss the different methods which I use to organize conversation. 

By organizing conversation by these methods, it becomes possible to analyze conversation in the 

context the specific properties Event, Speaker, Topic and Tum. In Section 4 above I discuss 

Discourse Markers, and given their function as suggested by the works of Schourup, Schiffrin , 

Redeker, Fraser and Lenk it is clear that DMs convey coherence relationships between adjacent 

utteranccs and non-adjacent utterances/discourse segments. These coherence relationships are 

based on th e homon ymo us meaning of the DMs. ,I S we ll as how the DIvIs' funct ion w i thin the 

context of the ullerance or discourse conten t. Therefore. to stud y DIvIs. i t would be lI se fu l lo 

dnalyzc ,_'(l lnersdtioil \\ i rhil1 the contcxt (I I' specific properties uf that cO llvcrsati clII. thereby 

helping to identify ho w the DM works with those properties to structure and organize the 

conversation. 

5.1.2 My Difficulty with Transcripts 
When I began this paper, I realized that many of my frustrations with analyzing real 

conversational data were in the area of information processing. I found myself reading the 

transcripts out Joud, following every possible transcription symbol in order to re-eonstruct the 

interaction between conversation participants. Only through reading aloud and ridiculous 

amounts of re-enactment was I able to understand how the conversation flowed, and what 

exactly made the change from one topic to another, and then back to a topic from five minutes' 

prior- what exactly held all those changes together when everything seemed random and chaotic. 
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My fe-enactments, I found, were simply methods of differentiating and organizing the 

data. For example, without even trying, I used one voice for Speaker I, and another voice for 

Speaker II, to help establish which utterance was coming from which Speaker. After going 

through the entire conversation, I realized that the participants were working from banks of 

knowledge of the world, themselves and one another. Upon speaking about this knowledge, the 

participants were establishing broad Topics, which they would drop and pick up again, broaden 

and make more specific-in short, the conversation participants were constantly building 

relationships between completely di fferent topics as they spoke. But to understand the 

relationships the participants were building between Topics, I had to understand as much as I 

could aboLillhe participants themselves-the SjJ('okel"s. Also, I had to understand as mllch as I 

could about what fell within each lopic for the Speokers , so that when they re lated one utterance 

lO another seem ingly ·ullre larecl uLl crancc. the re lati onship bet\Veel1 the Topics or eac h ul tc r,lIl ce 

became clear. 

Lastly, my re-enactments made me aware that utterances in conversation have two 

impOltant components: 1) their time of occurrence and 2) the utterer responsible for them (or, 

Speaker). With my single vocal tract, it was impossible to re-enact more than a single utterance 

at a time. Although sometimes it would have been useful to re-enact more than one utterance at 

a time (for example, when conversation plli1icipants speak at the same time), the necessity to 

alternate between the voices I adopted for each conversational participant made it clear that, 

generally speaking, conversation par1icipants take turns at making utterances. A single 

participant cannot have more than a single utterance at a time, for the simple reason that a single 

Speaker has but a single vocal tract. Likewise, if Speaker I makes an utterance upon which 

Speaker II's response is contingent, it is most likely that those two utterances occur sequentially, 
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not simultaneously (though there is often overlap between beginnings and endings of utterances). 

Although this last observation may seem basic and near the point of absurd simplicity, it is a 

simple aspect casual conversation that completely escaped me while reading the transcriptions of 

real conversational data; whi Ie reading I had utmost difficulty understanding how the utterances 

of a single or both participants related to one another. It was only by the necessity of re-enacting 

these organizational aspects of conversation that I realized their existence. 

I concluded that when we actually participate in 'conversation, there arc organizational 

factors of that conversation not shown in a simple transcription of the utterances therein- hence 

my adoption o f re- inserting them via antics when r read the transcripts. While ty pical transcripts 

do denote different partic ipants, i t is usually not readily apparent i n the transcri bed text: yet, i n 

actual cOllversation. it is blatantly obvious from whom an utterance comes-utterances from 

difl"crcnl Spui/,t'n curne from different people. \\ ilh rca l. visib le. physicall y-prese1\t bodies 

Likewise , in conversation we build mental model s of the Topics 1Il discllssion , we have 

recollections of previous Events of conversation, and by limitation of our one-apiece vocal tracts 

and need to hear one another, we take Turns speaking (and sometimes, we don't). 

For a transcript to better communicate conversational data, it needs to address these 

elements of organization which are present in the original form of spoken discourse, in addition 

to the transcribed spoken discourse. 

5.2 Adding Structure to Transcripts 
Since most transcriptions are formatted in a simple vertical line-by-line manner with time 

stamping and speaker labels, as in Data Sample 1, it is difficult to decipher when utterances 

happen with respect to one another. The typical transcript formatting suggests purely sequential 
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relationships between utterances. Since spoken discourse allows for utterances both adjacent and 

non~adjacent to build coherence with one another, and the coherence is based on more than 

sequence, the typical formatting of transcripts is misleading, and makes understanding the 

coherence of transcribed spoken discourse quite difficult. I propose adding the organizational 

methods of Event, Speaker, Topic and Tum to the transcription by method of display. By using 

visual layout of the transcript to show the organizational methods of Event, Speaker, Topic and 

Tum, the transcript in effect allows for the more clear conveyance of sequencing information. 

This Structured Transcript has an increased ability to supply clearer representation of the 

organization of spol<en di scourse . The task of researchers of spoken discourse becomes mllch 

casier bec ause the .'S'/mclu red Tmllscripl (0 1" , ST) effect ive ly uses vi sual representation as a 

substi tut e for the organi za ti onal informati on lost in changing from spoken to transcri bed medium . 

5.2.1 Event in an ST 
The organi zational method of Event is mainly useful when working with more than one 

transclibed spoken discourse, since the method embodies the entirety of the occurrence of a 

particular spoken discourse. If a researcher is working with, for example, four different 

occunences of spoken di scourses between Speaker I and Speaker II; it is important to keep the 

Events separate organizationally. In terms of sbc0005 (in its original transcribed fmID, Appendix 

III) I caJl it Eventcl', and were I to study an additional Event in which Speaker I and/or Speaker II 

of Event aparticipate, I would term the occurrence Event /3. This naming system is somewhat 

arbitrary, and the Greek letters can be substituted with another naming convention. To 

incorporate the Event organizational method into the ST, I suggest the use of a post~modifier for 
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Event so that when considering more than a single Event, the researcher can easily specify to 

which Event she is referring. 

In the ST, I identify Event{l'as such by labeling Evento' clearly on page 1, including date, 

time, duration and location of the Event, as provided by the original data collectors. To help the 

researcher remain continually aware of which event with which is working, I have noted Event a 

as a border to every page of the ST. Though the simple notation of Event (1' on every page may 

seem insignificant, when considering multiple transcripts of conversations in which one did not 

oneself PaJ1icipate, the continual visual cue provides much assistance in organizing the data. 

When participants in conversations speak to one another, they have recollections of previous 

conversations, Because they actually experienced its occurrence on the original clate. at the 

original time, for Its entire duration and at its origimd location. conversation participants have an 

implicit cii!Terent iLlting abilit y bct\vcen rl'em" To rcpresent Lhls JIl an S'T is a si mple lask ui 

assigning a transcript an Even! classification, and giving continual visual cLles within the ST to 

remind the researcher of the Event to which the utterances under scrutiny belong. 

5.2.2 Speaker in an ST 
The organizational method of Speaker is useful for any analysis of spoken discourse, as it 

classifies utterances by the conversation participant who made them. Additionally, Speaker 

associates the background information of the participant with his/her utterance. 

To note the background information of the Speakers30 I have simply put the information 

on Page 1 of the ST. The Speaker's names, sex, age, place of birth, completed level of education, 

field of work and ethnicity, as provided in the data source, are listed beneath their respective 

Speaker I, Channell and Speaker II, Channel 2 headings. 31 Beneath this, I have listed 

30 Please see Section 3.1.2 for discussion of background information of a Speaker. 
31 See below for explanation of the term "Channel." 
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background infotmation about the Speakers as gleaned from Event 0.; this information is marked 

with an asterisk (*). 

Typical transcripts of spoken discourse are displayed like that in Appendix III, a simple 

verticalline-by-line transcription with timestamps. Such display is problematic for two reasons. 

Primarily, it is difficult for a researcher to identify from whom utterances come. For example, in 

Appendix III, in order to know which utterances belong to which conversant, the researcher must 

constantly reference the speaker label. Secondly, the transcript displays utterances in strict 

chronological order. While thi s presentation does present the utterances in their natural order, it 

creates two unnecessary eli FFicu Ities: the eli fficu Ity of understandi ng instances of si III ul taneous 

speech, <lmllhe eli fliculty of seeing coherence across multiple, non-adjacent utterances of the 

same S;7t'oi:er. 

l he tranSl'llpl iOrl III Appendix III uses rhe typical ((Illvention of placing aLl transcri bed 

material from a spoken discourse in a single column of the document, and noting the participant 

responsible for the utterance in an adjacent column. In Appendix III, the third column contains 

all transcribed data, and the second column contains conversation participant names. A 

participant is responsible for all data to the right, continuing downward from the line shared with 

the data, until another participant name is listed below. The leftmost column contains a line-by

line timestamp, indicating the start and ending point (in seconds) of the utterance. For example, 

Darryl is attributed all transcribed data from timestamp 0 . 0 0 through 1 0 . 2 7, beginning with 

the text line, "But, " as indicated by his name in the middle column at line 0 . 0 0, and ending 

with text line" (TSK) (H) ," as indicated by the name of a different participant on the line after 

that ending at 1 0 . 2 7. Additionally, 'utterances are typically assigned timestamps in smaller 

chunks, for example utterance" .. but to try and .. and talk me out of believing i n 



Murphy's Law," begins 3.46 seconds into the conversation and ends 6.71 seconds into the 

conversation, which is all within the 0 . 0 0 through 1 0 . 2 7 attributed to the participant Danyl. 

Needless to say, the researcher cannot easily attribute an utterance to a participant by simply 

reading the transcribed speech as displayed. 
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In the ST, I have given each Speaker his/her own Channel- Channell for Speaker I and 

Channel 2 for Speaker II. I have chosen the term Channel because it is a commonly used telm 

when recording speech. In data collection, when multiple speakers are being recorded, often 

they each have individual microphones, and audio technicians term the individual microphones 

in terms or which audio channel they occupy. Excluding ambient and bac kground noise, the 

only data e)Jl an audio channel is the speech or lhe specific speaker using: the microphone 

associated with that channel. 'The recorded conversation (or. !:-'1'(:'1I1) consists o f all the audio 

ciWIlI/C/S '..:ombincd. while rhe indi\'ldual contributions of SPC(I/.:.('fS are rheir solely respec Li ve 

channels. Also, since the channels are parts of a whole conversation, which is by natme 

mutually-constructed, channels are not an adequate conversational data source outside the 

context of their co-constructed channels. 

In the ST in Appendix IV, only utterances made by Speaker I are in Channell (on the 

left), and only utterances made by Speaker II are in Channel 2 (on the right); this visual division 

of Speakers in the ST is its most noticeable difference from a typical transcript. Just as with 

Event, to help the researcher keep an awareness of which Speaker is in which channel, I have 

noted Speaker I and Speaker II on the conesponding side of each page of the ST. Since the 

utterances are organized by Speaker, and this organization is represented in the ST visually 

through separate channels/columns, the researcher can easily attribute utterances to Speaker 

while reading the transcript, simply by noting which column in which the utterance is. This 
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method of utterance organization is analogous to that which humans do in actual conversation: 

the separate columns act to give separate physical location to the transcriptions of utterances, 

much like our separate bodies act to give separate physical location to the vocal origin of our 

utterances. Likewise, just as the background information participants gather about a specific 

participant via conversation is called to mind when they hear an utterance origination from the 

body of that particular participant, the corresponding background infOl111ation of the Speaker (as 

listed on page 1 under each channel) is called to mind when researchers read transcribed 

utterances in particular channels. 

5.2.3 Topic in an ST 

The organizational method of Topic would be immensely useful in the analysis of spoken 

discourse . .-\ \isu,li representation of the sub.iects discLlssed in casual conversatio n \\ould g ive 

rcsearchers an invaluable tool of modeling and comparison. Though it is clear that a Topic level 

of conversational organization exists, the facts that Topic has neither physical form nor definable 

occurrence in time make its visual representation in a transcript of spoken language quite 

challenging. After much effort and countless attempts, I have concluded that at this point, it is 

beyond the scope of an ST to communicate the organization that Topic grants to casual 

conversation, because it is beyond my abilities (and possibly those of the linguistic research 

community) to quantify topic~ In order for an organizational method to be given graphic 

representation, there must be some definitive aspect of it which can be represented. Event can be 

graphically represented because it has the definitive aspects of having occurred in time and space. 

Speaker can be graphically represented because it characterizes a real human being responsible 



for utterances (which definitively occurred in time and space), as well as that human being ' s 

background infOlmation (which is also generally definite). 
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A Topic, by its very occurrence in conversation evolves to incorporate new relationships 

to other Topics, meaning the Topic is always variable. If it were possible to isolate a fixed 

number of Events participated in by Speakers of completely known and revealed background 

information, it may be plausible for a researcher to exhaustively model the Topics within those 

events, as with this information the researcher could presumably understand references made via 

words and related concepts in the conversation. Yet still, even with all such fixed infonnation, 

the researcher cannot know how the Speakers themselves process the utterances-that is to say. 

the researcher cannot kncJ\v what exactly the S'peakc}'s think about the utterances. Without this 

information, the researcher cannot really kno\v under \vhat Topic(s) utterances fall. Since the 

t-esearchcT C~llltll\l kI10\\ uncleI' which Topic(s) utterances fall, rhe researcher cannot dc c uratel~, 

model how conversation participants organize their conversation by Topic. 

In my early attempts to incorporate Topic into the ST, I applied a letter coding system to 

utterances of what appeared to be the same Topic. (I offer this early work in Appendix V, 

though I make no claim to consistency or accuracy). The coding system related utterances to one 

another as per relationships I saw between them, given shared content, ideas, and 

question/answer sequences. As is the nature of projects such as a thesis, when I was working on 

constructing a graphical representation of Topic in transcripts, I would take breaks from the work. 

Without fail, when 1 returned to the work after a break, despite whether it had been for a few 

minutes or a few days, my understanding of the which utterances belonged to which Topics, as 

well as what the Topic could actually be defined as, had changed. During the breaks, my 

experience of language and human life had created for me new relationships between utterances 
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and the Topics they employed. Immediately, I realized that as a language-using human 

experiencing everyday life, I have an inherent lack of objectlvity in the matter of Topic vis-a.-vis 

perception-my understanding of how utterances relate to one another via Topic will be 

invariably different from that of their actual utterer. Indeed, almost any researcher has this 

obstacle. Arguably, if the researcher were the same person as the utterer, the researcher would 

be able to understand all relationships between the Topics he made during the actual 

conversation. 32 

In addition to the revelation of lacking an objective idea of what Topics occurred during a 

conversation, this ex.perience illustrated the problem of graphically representing something as 

amorphous as Topic-how do YOLI represen t something which is amorpholl s'! The graphic 

represent8tion itself implies a fix.ed form to Topic which is not true to the nature or the 

organizational mClhod. Each time I returned to the t<lsk of incorporating a repre sent<lt ioll (ll 

Topic into the ST, 1 returned to the san1e problcrn: though the graphic representation \vas able to 

show relationships between and existence of Topics, by representing those relationships and 

existences, I was giving them a definitive form. The problem with this definitive form was that 

with my ever-changing understanding of the Topics, I defined their forms differently- each 

return to my work showed different utterances employing different Topics and relating to other 

utterances differently (although, I did understand some utterances to consistently employ the 

same Topic and consistently relate to other specific utterances). The method of representing 

them was not itself flawed, so much as the fact that graphically representing them carried the 

implication that amorphous Topics are of a singular definitive fonTI. 

32 In a Freudian analysis it is arguable that even the Speaker himself is unaware of how, why, or even that he makes 
relationships between utterances. 
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It seems that in order to incorporate the method of Topic into the ST, the researcher must 

be prepared to make some assertions regarding the exact structure of the transcribed spoken 

discourse, as 2-dimensional graphical representation by nature limit the relationships and 

existences of Topics. In my attempts to incorporate Topic into the ST, I tested countless 

diagrams, charts and coding systems, yet all with the same frustrating end-they implied 

boundaries and limitations to Topics which were crossed and broken almost as soon as they were 

formed. To represent Topic of casual conversation, in addition to a preserved form of the 

conversation, researchers need an active and malleable medium. 

I imagine that Topic could be well represented using the basic organizational framework 

or the Internet. Hypertexllll web pages works much like Topic does in conversation. The term 

hyper/f.rI is defined ,IS "a compuler-based tcxt retrieval system that enables a lI scr 10 access 

particul,li locations ill wcbrage (I I othcr electronic clocuments by clickin g on links within 

specifiC webpagc or documents" (The Ameri~an Heritage Dictionary 4t11 ed. 2000). For example 

in a the webpage about US history in Appendix VI, if one clicks on the hypertext " United 

States," another webpage opens with facts about the United States. The first webpage is still 

accessible to the L1ser, but if the user chooses, she may pursue more information about the United 

States, and follow different hypertext links until she is no longer reading about the US, but 

instead about any number of topics which are linked to US history through any number of 

degrees of separation. 

Placing hypertext in webpage offers the same potential for topic deviation as do the 

cognitive relationships we create between conversational Topics. Just as with conversational 

Topics, in following a slight deviation from the original topic ofIntemet research and following 

any combination of the many available hypertext links, that slight deviation, through degrees of 
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separatlon, relates what would have seemed two entirely different Topics. The potential for 

relationships between topics of research on the Internet, as facilitated by hypertext, is virtually 

limitless. Although a researcher must actually create the hypertext links between utterances, the 

display of hypertext does not implicate a definite form of how those utterances are related~that 

is to say, the linkages themselves represent Topic, and since these linkages can be continually 

updated and edited, the linkages do not define Topic as would a visual representation (such as 

color coding, etc.) A model of casual conversation lltilizing ST as in Appendix IV and hypertext 

between the utterances could well represent how conversation is actually structured by sllch an 

amorphous method as Topic.~~ 

5.2.4 Turn in an ST 

I'he: (Irgani z(ltional method (l J' {lim h llse fu l for tlie <\nalysis ul' spokell di scourse as It 

organizes the spoken discourse content by both chronology and Speaker responsibility, When 

trying to understand why a Speaker makes a particular statement, what prior Topic to which the 

Speaker is rela6ng an utterance, or the context of a particular utterance, exactly when during the 

conversation that utterance was made and by whom are of utmost importance. 

As addressed above with regards to Speaker in 5.2.2, the single co'lumn display of typical 

transcripts 1S creates difficulties and misconceptions with regards to which participants are 

responsible for which utterances. Similarly, the display of typical transcripts creates difficulties 

and misconceptions with regards to when utterances occur relative to one another. In the ST, for 

the organizational method of Speaker, I have displayed the utterances in two separate 

33 The reader may be interested in related project I found on the Internet, called the Visual Thesaurus. This tool 
allows a user to look up a word, and then creates an interactive map with related words and meanings. Each aspect 
of the map is hypertext, and the map itself acts to show relationships by degrees of separation, It can be accessed at 
http://www.visualthesaurus.coml. 
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columnslchannels. In addition to representing Speaker responsibility, the channels also give 

visual representation to the Tum organizational method. 

Since casual conversation is based around spontaneity, it is important to know a Tzun' s 

time of occutTence relati ve to other utterances, because the content within one Tum usually 

influences the content within another. In typical transcripts, timestamp is displayed in a single 

column which corresponds to an adjacent column containing the transcription of the conversation. 

To know which Speaker is responsible for utterances during a specific period of time, the 

researcher must find the timestamp, match the timestamp to its utterance and then match the 

utterance to its responsible Speaker. While not an incredibly difficult task . this is time 

con suming. and particularly confus ing in instances of si multaneous utterances. For example: 

.. . 
:; 

~ 13 Q Cl vj 

14 .74 
115 03 
115 .46 
115 73 
116 11 

, .... 
~ .. 
LlS .46 
115 .4 0 
116 11 
117 68 
11 6 . 83 

.:) _:'-., f< F~ -1.- :_: 

P _w.J\12L?~ : 

DARRYL: 
PAIvIEL A : 

DARRYL : 
PArI[ELA: 

all (2unique 2J, 
[2Hey2 J . 

and [3wonderful. 
[3 I~ it's major-league3] Yin and Yang. 

and heavenly3 ] 

(eSAR A Book About Death) 

Tn the above excerpt from original sbcOOOS transcript above, the content within square 

brackets is content which is uttered simultaneously with other content. By looking at the labels 

in the middle column, it is obvious that DatTyl and Pamela are speaking simultaneously, and 

closer inspection of the timestamps in the leftmost column shows that Danyl speaks from 

timestamp 113 .37 to 114.12 whereas Pamela speak from timestamp 11 3 . 89 to 

114. 74-meaning, the simultaneous speech occurs between 113.89 seconds into the 

conversation (when Pamela begins speaking during a time in which Danyl was already 

speaking), and 114.12 seconds into the conversation (when Darryl stops speaking, though 
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Pamela continues speaking). Unless researchers pay close attention to the timestamp, it would 

be easy to overlook the brackets indicating simultaneous speech.34 Likewise, since instances of 

simultaneous speech can happen so quickly (the first instance in the above example is little more 

than half of a second), and often involve no more than a few words or even syllables , researchers 

may easily overlook their occurrence. 

In the ST, all utterances of Event (I. are displayed in their respective Speaker channel in 

chronological order, as are the timestamps attributing the utterances' time of occunence in the 

Event. Since every utterance is assigned a timestamp, there is no reason to show the timestamp 

of an lltterance in any channel other than that channel belonging to the responsibl e Speaker. For 

ex.ample. in Appendix IV from timestamp 27 .22 through 97 . 27. Darryl is responsible for no 

utterances. meaning it is not his Tlim. Since it is not Darryl makes no utterances during that 

pcriod, thcle IS IlO utility i ll illcluding (J tin1estmnp in hi s channel during that time. 

Correspondingly, it is quite important that Pamela's utterances from timestamp 27 . 2 2 to 

97 .27 are displayed adjacent to the timestamp indicating their time of occurrence. 

The CSAE data is transcribed such that timestamp segments (for example, 0 .00 to 

3 . 46) are assigned to small chunks of speech, but with no discerni bie system of size of these 

chunks. These chunks may comprise an entire Turn or merely a section of a Turn, depending on 

how tong the pmticipant continuously speaks, the types of pauses the Speaker utilizes and the 

non-speaking Speaker's contributions (or attempted contributions) during the course of the other 

Speaker's talking. Because of this method of timestamping, it is not possible to even attempt 

assigning boundaries to Turns in this ST. However, since it is possible to look at the timestamps 

as displayed in the ST and discern the beginnings of a Speaker's Turns, I have indicated these 

34 Some transcriptions do not use such obvious symbols for simultaneous speech; others do not notate the occurrence 
of simultaneous speech whatsoever. 
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beginnings with horizontal black lines. Darryl (Speaker l) begins Turns at timestamps 0 . 00, 

12.97, 13.87 I 16.95, etc. Pamela (Speaker ll) begins Tums at timestamps 10. 2 7, 

13 . 53, 14 . 56 , 17. 58! etc. Note that these beginnings never occur before the end of the 

Speaker's prior Turn- indicating the obvious fact that, given a single vocal tract, a person can 

make only one utterance at a time. Also, the timestamps at the beginnings of Tums are never 

contiguous with the last timestamp of the Speaker's immediately previous Tum, indicating that 

the time between the two stamps was occupied by utterances made by another Speaker. 

5.3 Analyzing Structure and Stmcture-Related Elements of Casual Conversation in an ST 

With the organizational methods of D·cllt. Speaker and rllm incorporated into the ST 

the analvsis of structure-re lated elements of casual conversation becomes much more feasible fo r 

researchcr;.; . Wilh lyplu d lranscriph It is nccessary to basica ll y re -enact the conversation in 

order to understand hO\N the utterances" fi t" together- that j s, how the utterances are structured 

within the spoken discourse. The re-enactment of transC.1ibed casual conversation is actually a 

re-insertion of organizational aspects of casual conversation that are lost when it is analyzed in 

its transcribed, written medium. By giving visual representation to organizational aspects of 

casual conversation, the ST effectively decreases the researcher's need to re-enact the 

conversation, as well as provides a much more usable form of the data. Without much less of the 

structural confusion and misrepresentation inherent to typical transcripts, the ST also provides an 

interface for analysis which is much more accommodating to the analysis of structure and 

structure-related elements of casual conversation.' 

In the ST in Appendix IV, I have highlighted utterances generally accepted as DMs by 

the frameworks discussed in Sections 2.2 and 4.0 of this paper. Though I do not make attempt to 
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formally analyze these suspect DMs herein, upon a casual evaluation of the ST with suspect 

DMs highlighted, it would appear that indeed, DMs do function to build local coherence. This 

casual evaluation is based on the DMs' location relative to the beginnings of Turns, as made 

visually apparent by the ST's display and the suspect DMs highlighter-revealed occurrences. 

Additionally, upon reading the ST, it does seem that the suspect DMs build local coherence by 

relating Topics across both sequential and non-sequential Turns. Further, based on the content of 

the Event, it seems that the Speakers reference Topics in previous Events, and the presence of 

DMs at the point of these references also supports Lenk's theory of global coherence. However, 

these observations are to remain casual here, as this researcher lacks the linguistic research 

aptitude and conversational analysis knowledge to tack le sLlch ,m analys is of D]\.tls. 

6.0 Conclusion: Analyzing DMs, etc. in an S1' 

Section 2 of this paper stri ves to demonstrate the rapid and spontaneous nature of spoken 

discourse, and how this nature creates a different structure in casual spoken discourse than 

formal spoken discourse and most written discourses. Section 3 of this paper demonstrates that 

by nature of its medium, conversation has many organizational features. I propose Llsing the 

methods of Event, Speaker, Topic and Tum to organize conversation, allowing the analysis of the 

conversation within the context of these specific aspects. Section 4 of this paper provides a more 

complete illustration of DMs than was provided earlier by orienting DMs as a subgroup within 

Fraser's pragmatic marker family and fitting this placement with Lenk's concept global and local 

coherence, as conveyed by DMs. In Section 5, given that DMs perform a specialized structuring 

function in spoken discourse and typical transclipts contain little or no representation of the 

organizational features of casual conversation, I demonstrate the researchers' need of the 
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inclusion of conversation organizational features in transcripts. To address this need, I construct 

a Structured Transcript by incorporating visual representations of Event, Speaker and Turn into a 

typical transcript of casual conversation, as well as provide ideas for the representation of Topic 

via an Internet-like model with hypertext. 

7.0 Future Research 
This study leaves interesting possibilities for future work. In this paper I lise DMs as a 

means of illustrating that in order to analyze structure-related elements of spoken discourse, 

researchers need to look at the structure and organization of conversation in addition to its 

con tent. Howeve r. usin£ the ST. onc could nen\, Ce,)siblv analv/c and demonstrate the local and 
~ - "' 

global structuring functions of DiVIs (IS per the Illodel I adopt he re in. since a structural analysis of 

::asual c01l\e rs,lt ion is much.slmpler '.v hell addilional 'dsual representali on IS gi ven to 

organization prcsent during the actual conversation. In order to conduct sLlch an analysis, 

researchers should develop the ST further so as to visuall y represent Topic, thereby creating 

vlsual associations between the occurrences of DMs relati ve to changes, shifts, continuances, 

returns and dropping of Topics. For this addition of Topic, I suggest using a framework similar 

to that of hypertext and the Internet, though more savvy researchers may devise different 

solutions. 

With demonstrations of the usage of DMs as structuring functions in spoken casual 

conversation, it would be quite interesting to test for statistical differences between DM 

occurrence in casual conversations in person, between people of different language backgrounds, 

between people of different sensory disabilities, and in different communication environments. 

Research regarding conversational analysis stresses the importance of not only verbal 
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communication in conversation, but also of non-verbal communication, such as eye contact, 

gestures, posture, facial expression, etc. Deborah Schiffli n (1987) suggests a cOlTelation 

between DMs and gestures, wherein DMs are a SOlt of linguistic-substitute for gestures one 

would use to give emphasis to certain points of one's discourse. Though she makes no firm 

claim, from my own experience, observations, and research, this seems to be true. It seems that 

DMs could quite easily be replaced by gesture, and vice versa, and that quite often the two occur 

simultaneously as a means of reinforcing one another. Like DMs in Fraser's model , gestures do 

not add content to the utterance they accompany, and it seems that all six of Fraser's 

characteristics can be adapted to apply conespondingly to gesturcs. 35 

On C\ larger scale, DMs ' globa l ancllocal structuring I'unctions 111 con ve rsation suggest an 

importance of physicality in human conversation. This importance could be well-tested by 

~tatistically analY/.lng D!,v'l occurrence: and structuring function aLTOSS diJlerent sltu,ltion :-; \\ hic h 

systematically allO\·v or disallow physicality within the conversation. Theoretically, DMs wou ld 

be more heavily used when physicality is disallowed. This would suggest that those without 

vision or the ability to gesture would use DMs more, that is, they would employ a discourse 

structure characteristically different from those with all sensory and physical abilities intact, in 

that those without vision or gesture abihty would rely more heavily on verbal cues than non-

verbal cues for discourse structure. 

In addition to using the ST to analyze possible variance in DM usage based on 

availability of non-verbal communication, it would be interesting to analyze DM variance based 

on psychological development. According to Donna Jo Napoli (2005), children use DMs far less 

35 e.g., A gesture may have the exact same form as another, but the two have completely different meanings given 
context and usage; this would be a form of gestme homonymy. When one points the index finger up with the rest of 
the fingers curled into a fist, it can mean a variety of things, two of which (in American cultme) are most broadly 
described "UP" or "ONE." 
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than do adults. While adults have much difficulty understanding children's DM-Iess statements, 

other children seem to follow child discourse without problem. In our conversation, Napoli 

provided the following example: 

Teacher: 

Child: 

Why did you steal the gerbil? 

I'm allergic to cats. 

For the child, it is obvious that her motive for stealing the gerbil is that she is allergic to 

cats, and seeing as she would like a furry animal as a pet, stealing the gerbil seemed like the 

perfect solution. For the teacher, however, the child's statement seems entirely out of pl ace and 

off-topie-most likely an attempt to change the topic from the theft to something else. Witho ut 

using a 0;V1 to co rrelate her own statement with the teacher's. the child has effectively Icftthe 

teacher thinking that the child's statement is completely unrelated. a-the child had responded. 

\\"cll. 1"m all erg iC to C~t1s.·· the It!:"!! \voulcl have given the leacher Si gned that the child':; 

decl'lration of cat allergy is related to the gerbil, and the child is not just trying to change the 

subject. By using the ST to compare usage of DMs at different ages, researchers could start to 

unravel how human communication developsrelative to cognitive and psychological 

development. By using the ST to analyze the structure of conversation in a much simpler way 

than was previollsly possible, researchers have the opportunity to better understand the 

con-elation between language and thought. 
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Appendix I: Transcription Symbols of the Corpus of Spoken American English (CSAE) 

TRANSCRIPTION EXAMPLE MEANING 
SYMBOL 

-- The way I -- the minute I Truncated/incomplete 
intonation contour, after (self-
) interruption 

- f- it just pools Truncated word 
Speech overlap, these are 

A: Wel[1 Zen can be bullshit too] numbered consecL1tively when 
[1 B: [ ... different sources] several overlaps occur close to 

l t 
each other and confusion 

1 

i might arise . 
----- . ' . , ..... - ... ~ , ...... 

I .. 
..... __ ._j 

Short pause \ --_ .. " .. _-- - ---- -_._ .... .-r .... _ ... . . . - - - ..' .,,~~ -_.< _ .. -----_._---_. __ . 
... Medium pause _ .. ". ~ ~-

.... ... ... -_ ... _ . 
I 0 I Timed pause 
-----_ .. . .... .. _ ....•...... _---- , ,, ., . .. . _--- ... _,----- --- .---- ... __ ._-

~ 
i Continuing intonat ion contour 

..... .... . . ..... .. . ... . . . -._ ._ .- . --_ .... .... . ...... .. - _ .... _- .- --.... '-_.' ........ ~ .. --- -

Final intonation contour 
.. -.'--~---.. ... - -_. -. - _. ..... 

. f 
! Appeal Contour 

----
(70 Glottal stop 

<TEXT TEXT> <YWN Yeah YWN> Descript ional comments on 
the quality of speech (Ex: 
Yawning while speaking) 

= Yeah= Lengthening of the prior 
sound 

(TEXT) (YAWN) Non-verbal vocal sound 
(H) Inhalation 

(Hx) Exhalation 
@ Syllables of laughter 

<X word X> <x Maybe X> Unceltain hearing 
X Indecipherable syllable 

Indicates to continue with 
same intonation in next line, 

& or to continue with same 
intonation as previous line 

(Lenk 1998b, 9) 



Appendix II: Prosodic Transcription Symbols of the London-Lulld-Corpus (LLC) 

TRANSCRIPTION 
SYMBOL 

A 

A 

EXAMP~E wIEANING 

Speaker identity marker for 
speakers unaware of the recording 
of their conversation 
Speaker identity marker for 
speakers aware of the recording of 
their conversation 

I
' {( )) Tex t is incomprehensible 

((would)) Believed word is "would" 
f--------- ----.-..... ...... ........ - -.---'--"-------'-'-------+-- - -----------c---- ---I 

((3 syll s») Tex t is incomprehensible , but has 
3 identifiable syllables 

f-----------.-.-.- - . ...... - f--------------+----------=---- --------j 

A: " . . .. A: *';'/\vcs';":' Si multaneous talk between !\ and 

8: [3 : '::1;, r \ie ,':0" I B 
--_._-_ .. __ . ....... . ----~ ... ,. "'- .- ... _. __ . ----- ------_ .. _ -- - _._ -------------, 

Pause . ! 

Yes - I' ve Yes + pause + j' ve I 

Brief pause 
That is .perhaps That is + brie f pause + perhaps 

/\ Tone unit onset 
# Tone unit boundary 
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(Greenbaum & Sval1vik 1990) 

The original London-Lund-Corpus (LLC) uses a very sophisticated marking system to 
note the prosodic features of spoken discourse. For the purposes of thi s paper, such sophisticated 
prosodic annotation was unneeded; therefore I have retained only those transcription features in 
the above table. Features available in the LLC are tone units , onsets, location of nuclei , direction 
of nuclear tones, two degrees of pause, two degrees of stress, speaker identity, simultaneous talk, 
contextual comment and incomprehensible words. 

As suggested by the difference in how a speaker identity is noted in the LLC, not all 
participants were aware of the preservation of their conversation. 



Appendix III: sbcooo5 "A Book About Death" 

PAMELA: 
DARRYL : 
PAMELA: 

DARRYL : 
PAMELA: 
DARRYL: 

[@@@@@ 
<@ doesn't come out XXX @> @@@@@@ @@@@@). 
(H) <@ Kay @>, 
(H) ] 

comes out very hellish. 
(H) Yeah= . 
Very hellish. 
.. So what <X di d that [have to d]o X> - -

68 

102.02 104.08 
102.46 105 .68 
104.08 105.33 
105 . 33 105.68 
105.73 107.03 
107.03 107.82 
107.82 108.86 
108.86 109.85 
109.35 110.15 PAMELA : [But it's so] good_/god/ 

110.15 111.30 
111 .3 0 111.45 
111.45 111 .62 
111 . 45 111 . 58 
111.62113.37 
113 . 37 114.12 
113.89111,1,.74 
11 4 . 74 115 . 46 
1.1.5.03 '15.40 
: 1. 5.46 116.1 : 
115 . 73 11"1.68 
116.1 1 l I6.83 

l 2 0 . 971 22 . 93 
122 . 93 124.98 
124.98 127 .13 
127.13 127 .49 
127.27 1 28 .41 
128.41 132.06 
book with, 
132.06133 .6 1 
133 .61 134 .36 
134.36 135.01 
135.01 135 .81 
135.81 137.71 
136 .8 6 138.99 

DARRYL: 
PAMELA: 
DARRYL: 
PJI.MELA: 

DARRYL: 
PAI'rEL], : 

DARRYL: 

PA~!EL\ : 

DARRYL: 
PAMELA: 
DARRYL: 

PAMELA: 
DARRYL: 
PAMELA: 

DARRYL: 
closed-minded about it. 
138.99 140.9 2 PAMELA: 
140.92 141.17 
141.17 141 .72 DARRYL: 
141.42 141.94 
141. 84 142.74 
142.74 143.19 
143.19 14 4 .29 

PAMELA: 
DARRYL: 

k = - so good going down . 
Th-, 
[I mean] , 
(Wh at did] 
there's there ' s the oppos i tes agai n . 
It 's it' s [ma- J 

[The ) food i s li ke , 
cd 1 [2 un ique2], 

[2Hey2] . 
and [3,,.'jQnc1erEu l , 

[31- it ' s ma:jor-lea<;(Ue3 ) ''(in end Yanc~J. 

a nc1:"eavenly3) 

:-;e11 , 
% I'm just sort of= rei t e rating . 
I could read you some. 

[No] . 
[ I ] mean i s that allowed? 
... No I I don't want to hear anyth ing ou t of a 

.. chapter called hea ven and hell . 
You don ' t. 
.. No. 
Nkay. 
Well then let's talk about [our v a c a tion ] . 

[ I 'm gonn a be ] 

(TSK) ... Oh dear . 
(Hx) 
(H) (But, 

[Tha t 's hell] . 
.. I] didn 't like the book, 
the way I --

the minute I looked at it. 

(CSAE: A Book About Death) 

This is a random excerpt from the sbcOOOS data file, in its original transcribed form. I 
have only included one page, as the entirety of the file can be found in the ST in Appendix IV, 
and inclusion of the whole file for mere comparison would be gratuitous. 



Appendix IV: Structured Transcript of sbc0005 
(pages 1 through 29, attached) 
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Carmen Barron Senior Thesis. Appe',,"i" i \": \iru<.:wrL!d Transr.:ript of sbc0005 

EVE}NT a 
Recording Date: 
Recording Duration: 
Neighborhood: 
Building: 
Room: 
Spoken Discourse Type: 
Specific Situation: 

Speaker I, Channel 1 
DARRYL, m, 33, San Francisco, CA, BA, comm./comp, white 

*likes to play with words 
"middle-aged 
"doesn't want to be told whaUhow to think 
"questions others' authority/knowledge 

CHANNEL 1 

04 June, 1989 
0:46:14 
private home in Santa Barbara 
private home 
private home, bedroom 
face to face conversation 
chatting in bed 

Speakerll,Channel2 
PAMELA,f,38,Southern California, CA, BA, actress, white 

'enjoys reading 
'previously married (unhappily) 
-thinking about death a lot 
"middle-aged 
'looking for a sort of guide to things she doesn't understand 
-grandmother (recently?) died 

CHANNEL 2 
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0.00 3.46 

3.466.71 
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9.0710.07 
10.0710.27 
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13.8714.56 

16.9517.58 

25.8227.22 
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Carmen Barron Senior Thesis. Appendl"\ ~ \ : .\!nlcrlll"cci Tr~lllscript of sbc0005 

~If., 
.. R.ID to try and .. and talk me out of believing in 
Murphy's Law, 
by offering a miracle as a replacement, 
that doesn't d- work. 

(TSK) (H) 

lJV~tI you're right, 
I think ~hey're probably flip sides. 

(TSK) lKi~gm who [are you]. 

[BUt I'm] --

Pollyanna? 

... (S'N ALLOW) (TSK) Ha=rdly=. 

@@@ 

Hardly::::, 
look where I've come from. 
... (H) ImB'an, 

•. c~~ (Hx) ... (H) ~ .. ;, this chapter on heaven an hell, 
it's really interesting. 

... Why, 

I used to have this, 
..sortof, 
.. o~ standard ii::::ne, 
th2t. 

... ~,;, there were two things I got out of= .. my 
marriage. 
One was= a name that was easy to spell, 
and one was a %, 

.. (H) a child. 
(Hx) .. % ... That=, 
... reaiiy got me grounded. 
§qt, 
(H) the fac! of the matter is, 

10.2710.85 
10.8512.97 
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14.5616.95 

17.5818.56 
18.56 19.76 
19.7621.15 

21.1524.77 
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28.0728.62 
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Carmen Barron Senior Thesis. Appe"u,\ i \ : >;;rw.:wred Transcript of sbc0005 

--------------------------------~ 97.2798.58 [It's not the way] with food. 

... 0-1) that the marriage itself=, 
ii;qfi$~n as h=e!lish as it was, 
." 0(0. it's like it pulled me under, 

like a (~:ant octopus. 
or 2. giant, 
Ole ... giant shark. 
(H) &rr9 it pulled me all the way under. 

$9~1miQ, 
(H) ... ~!)'~ there I was, 
it was like the silent scream, 

i\lJi~lttl~h , 
.. ftle,'f{ 1 found that .. 1% was on my own two feet 
again. 
Erid it r=eally was --
(H) .. (Hx) ... % .. <;.~ (Hx) (H) (TSK) 

$~ ""hat was hel! in that .. that marriage became, 
... became a way out for me. 
... it was the fiip side. 

(H) .. it's like sometimes you go through things, 
... and you come out the other side of them, 
<INH you WH> .. come out so much better. 

... (H) Afl'ii if I hadn't had that, 
if I hadn't had --

[(H)] 

________________________ -1 ... What do you mean. 

100.19102.46 

102.46 105.68 

3 

... (H) What goes in [one way, 

<@ doesn't come out XXX @> 
@@@@@@@@@@@l· 

[@@@@@ 

(H) <@ Kay @>. 

(H)] 

48.2652.19 
52.1954.04 
54.0458.04 
58.0459.49 
59.4960.49 
60.4962.25 
62.2563.98 
63.9864.43 
64.4367.10 
67.1068.50 
68.5068.95 

68.9571.85 
71.8573.00 
73.0080.26 

80.2682.87 
82.8786.50 
86.5088.65 

88.6591.00 
91.0092.77 
92.77 94.32 
94.3296.32 
96.3297.27 
97.2797.80 

98.58100.19 

102.02 104.08 

104.08 105.33 
105.33 105.68 
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107.03107.82 

108.86 109.85 

111.45111.58 

113.37 114.12 

115.03115.40 

115.73117.68 

118.92 120.97 

127.13127.49 

128.41 132.06 
132.06133.61 
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Carmen Barron Senior Thesis. Appcndi\ i\': Siructurcd Transcripr of sbcOOO5 

comes out very hellish. 

(H) Yeah=. 

Very hellish . 

.. :i~ what <X did that [have to d]o X> --

L~ii!,l it's so] good_/god/ --
k=- so good going down. 
Th-, 

tf¥n-i~tinl; 
[What did] --

there's there's the opposites again. 

It's it's [ma-] --

[The] food is like, 
all [2unique2], 

[~I:il]]. 

and [3wonderful, 

[31- it's major-league3] Yin and Yang. 

and heavenly3] 
... (TSK) major league. 

.. What does that have to do with heaven and hell 
in the book. 

... ~~n, 

... O{, I'm just sort of= reiterating. 
••. j couid read you some. 

[No]. 

El~llffifla:ffl' is that anowed? 

... No I I don't want to hear anything out of a book 
with, 
.. chapter called heaven and hell. 

You don't. 

105.73107.03 

107.82 108.86 

109.35 110.15 
110.15 111.30 
111.30 111.45 . 

111.45 111.62 

111.62 113.37 

113.89114.74 
114.74115.46 

115.46 116.11 

116.11116.83 
117.68118.92 

120.97122.93 
122.93 124.98 
124.98127.13 

127.27128.41 

133.61 134.36 
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136.86 138.99 

141 .17 1 41 .72 

141.84142.74 
142.74143.19 
143.19144.29 

145.39146.14 

146.84149.98 
149.98150.58 
150.58152.36 

153.51 155.86 

155.86159.45 
159.45163.64 

163.64166.94 

166.94167.54 
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Carmen Barron Senior Thesis. Appt,,~; \ l \: S,,'uC!urd Transcript of sbc0005 

.. No. 

Nkay. 
&W~n then iet's talk about [our vacation]. 

[I'm gonna be] closed-minded 
about it. 

(TSK) ... Oh dear. 
(Hx) 

(H) [~i, 

[That's he!!]. 

.. 1] didn't !ike the book, 
the way 1 --
the minute I looked at it. 

... You didn't. 

No. 

That's cause you, 

... That's because! have my own ideas about it, 
[ guess. 
That I'm .. pretty comfortable with. 

. .. ah. 

... I don't like re- --

I don't like reading books about what other people 
think about dying. 
'" And I, 

.. consider myself a real free [thinker when it 
comes to that] stuff. 

[(TSK) (H) ~~fi]. 

[2And that's2] _. 

[2<% Remember2], 
remember it in the movie %>, 
in Beetlejuice? 

135.01 135.81 
135.81 137.71 

138.99 140.92 
140.92141.17 

141.42141.94 

144.29 145.39 

146.14146.84 

152.36 153.51 

165.39 166.64 

166.94167.69 
167.69 168.69 
168.69169.59 
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189.46190.83 

190.83195.28 

197.33198.69 

200.69 202.80 

205.78206.80 
206.80 211 .02 
211.02 211.27 
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212.67 213.07 
213.07214.59 
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Carmen Banon Senior Thesis. Appendix [\': Slru~·ltir::d Transcript of sbc0005 

The h=andbook for the recently deceased? 

Yeah? 

<xWme'~$n X> books, 
wOf=ds. 
gfm,ggq, 
... n- they just become handbooks. 
You distill them. 
and Jse them in your own way. 

... <P No P>, 

... no, 

.. no I don't. 

.. I don't. 

... (H) I, 

... I come up with my own ideas about that stuff. 

. .. And where do you get the ideas. 

... Thought. 

... ,A.nd where do you get those thoughts? 

Processing what goes on around me. 

. .. w:~il? 

... isn't::.: a book part of what goes on [around 
you]? 

[(H) ~~Ii %]. 
... % more from an oblique sou=rce. 

~iillt1~li 
<X when X> you're reading fiction, 
or, 

.' 
.. (H) or articles, 
or history or something like that, 

(H) i~i .. ~:m~, 
t- for me it's very difficult, 
to pick up a b=ook about d=eath. 
.. (H) That someone's written about death, 

169.59 172.05 

172.30 173.55 
173.55174.70 
174.70175.15 
175.15180.03 
180.03 180.93 
180.93 182.25 

195.28 197.33 
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231.69232.29 
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Carmen Ban-on Senior Thesis. App"', ... j, i \ : :)i ructured Tr:i!lS\:ri pt of sbc0005 

because it's [bullshit. 

[(H) <% V\r~n --
Who knows what death] is. 

What --
d- ~b} --
%what what this 'man has put in the boo- --
You haven't read the book, 
one. 
You haven't read the book, 
so j'ou don't know. 
... [i haven't read the book so I don't know, 

[I~II but I do know, 
it it's an awfully, 
it's it's] an awfully presumptuous thing, 

Q'g:t (H)l, 

to sit down and write a book about [2death, 

f2d- .. 

when you haven't died2]. 

It has. 
it2] has, 
it has stories in there from, 
(H) from the Zen=: an=d, 
.. t- it just pools on other different --

I(:~ij] the Zen can be bullshit too]. 

[% .. different sources]. 

:~l~gi"@, 
[whoever wrote the book of Zen wasn't dead 
either. 

~1l <F it .. might all::::: be bullshit F>, 

@(Hx)] 

Q~t, 

223.49 224.24 

224.22 225.49 

224.59224.74 
224.74225.59 
225.59227.59 
227.59228.74 
228.74 228.94 
228.94229.89 
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230.79233.39 
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Carmen Ban-on Senior Thesis, AppenJi.\ i',: S[ru,:rureci Transcript of sbc0005 

you g- you g- you've gotta] pull these ideas from 
your environment, 
and \vnat's gone on before=. 
... (H) Th- th- %the things I know most, 

about life and death come from .. from= .. my 
g=randmother. 
... (H) And having gone through all that %. 
... With her. 
(H) And then it was interesting, 
cause reading I did after that, 
substantiated that experience. 
(H) For two months=. 
prior to her death, 
did I tetl you this? 
That she dreamt? 
(H) About .. um. 

... (H) she had this dream of falling off a building. 

., (H) Down 0- --

(H) Just like that. 

-------------------------1 ., that cartoon vve saw, 
281.03282,39 
282.39 283.21 

.,. Falling? 

.. Yeah, 

________________________ -1 The animation [cartoon]. 

284.09284.94 [yeah] .. yeah .. yeah. 

(H) @D:~ it was like that. 
~.Bm. that's what she was dreaming about. 
... ~1t~rf~gn she said that she dreamt about, 
(H) u=m. 
.. atl or her relatives, 
... that had died. 

... She wasn't dreaming about anybody who was 
living, 

________________________ ..1 but vv'ho had die=d. 
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250.87 252.32 
252.32 256.89 

256.89 259.91 
259.91 262.16 
262.16263.16 
263.16 265.54 
265.54267.28 
267.28269.39 
269.39270.88 
270.88 271.83 
271.83 272.68 
272.68 273.58 
273.58 275.43 

275.43 278.18 
278.18279.03 
279.03279.88 
279.88281.03 

283.21 284.47 

284.94 286.04 
286.04287.79 
287.79291.41 
291.41 292.75 
292.75294.42 
294.42296.65 

296.65299.59 
299.59300.59 
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300.59 301.44 

320.27321.22 

327.68 333.53 

340.67342.12 

344.19 344.72 
344.72 348.20 
348.20 350.25 

354.08 354.88 
354.88357.96 
357.96 358.26 

358.26 360.79 
360.79 362.24 
362.24 363.24 
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(H) 

... ~q I read that I=ater. 

:XQJ£I~fiQW it was much later I read that in a book 
where. 
(H' "-m :) ... <-:-11 l 

... (n) people who .. %had .. % technically died, 
and then have been revived. 
... (H) Saw .. relatives coming for them. 

I've read that. 

(H) Course that may be what happens=, 
.. pr~o: to the big, 
... the big nothing. 

... (H) ~~ why are you reading a book about 
dying, 

... <P 1 don't know P>. 

.. you don't know? 

.. ! have an interest in it. 

Why. 
... You're alive. 

Why are you r=eading a book about dying. 

... I've always been interested in it. 

% <WWhyW> . 
. l.···; :;:",' ,;,-

", .. "'.:' 

y=ou ask someone why they're interested in 
electronics, 
and they can probably tell you. 
(H) 

... @@@@@ 

(H) ~ifHl, 
I don't know, 

301.44 305.92 

305.92308.42 
308.42 309.88 

309.88315.81 
315.81 317.18 
317.18320.27 

321.22 323.78 
323.78 325.13 
325.13 327.68 

333.53 340.67 

342.12344.19 

350.25 354.08 

363.24 365.75 
365.75367.33 
367.33 367.92 
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395.64 396.86 

411.75412.30 
412.30413.50 

419.06419.44 
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I guess it musi, 
fo- some reason, 
OJ,,! was fascinated with thai movie last night. 
.. With. 
~ .. (H) \Ivith uh, 

Lilian Gish and [8-], 

[@]@@@ 

<@ and Bette Davis. 
(H) 1 couldn't believe. 
(H)@> 
These {Wo old, 
... i don't know, 
... (Hx) I wanna say windba=gs. 
... Ha- but what h=appens to them, 
I, 
(H) here's Betty Davis. 

lrm'~an, 

<VOX Sa=rah= VOX>? 

<X<@ z- y~5 @>X> --
(H) This incredible ... film legend. 
... And we think of her in Jezebe=l, 
we think of her, 
(H) you know, 

smoking (H) .. cigarette smoke into the faces of .. 
WilHam Holden and, 
(H) and the like. 

I don't, 
I've never seen those movies. 

... (T8K) You've never seen Betty Davis movie? 
You've heard Kim- --

% The song Betty D.avis Eye=s? 

Sure. 

(H) ... Alno she's got, 

367.92368.60 
368.60369.60 
369.60372.05 
372.05 372.50 
372.50 374.1 9 
374.19 375.63 

376.07 376.92 
376.92 378.87 
378.87 380.29 
380.29 381.74 
381.74385.32 
385.32 390.65 
390.65 393.54 
393.54 393.79 
393.79 395.19 
395.19395.64 

396.86397.50 
397.50400.42 
400.42403.83 
403.83 404.73 
404.73405.26 

405.26410.65 
410.65411.75 

413.50415.89 
415.89 417.11 
417.11419.06 

419.44421.21 
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422.91 424.17 

426.32427.12 

430.08433.33 
433.33433.96 

436.13437.18 
437.18437.44 

437.89 438.59 

441 .1 7 441 .78 

446.24447.01 
447.01 448.25 

448.25449.45 

453.34 455.35 
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she gO l , 

the woman's got a re:::p. 

(YAWN) 

~~~~~J9\ she .. she lives, 
~'ffifa 

' .. , .. , , 

<YWN Yeah YWN>. 

I guess it's j·looking at my mother, 
too, 
I n· .. 
% (Hx) 

... What does that have to do with why you're 
reading a book on death? 
[(H)] 

[(H)] " I've always been interested in death. 

... <FWhy::: F>. 
(H) 

Why, 

<WH @@ WH> 

... (H) @ @ [~~~~ I'm laughing]. 

[What is] .-

(H) I'm thinking one thing my mother always used 
to say::: , 

when I wo uldn't go bicycl ing with my [father] , 

[< @ -Pamela], 
you are [2 @ @ @ , 

[2she would say2], 

you are @@ @ @>2]--

she would say, 
(H) <0 you' ll be s:::o rry when we're dead Q>. 

@Because you would[n't bicycling]? 

421.21 42 1.71 

421 .71 422.91 

424.17 425.84 

427.12428.57 
428.57 428.93 
428.93429.38 
429.38 430.08 

433.59436.13 

437.44437.89 

438.59 442.12 

442.12 444.67 
444.67 446.52 

447.18448.28 

448.28449.80 
449.80453.34 
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[@@ <@Mm@>]. 
_______ ..... ________________ ... Because! 'oN'ouidn't go bicycling with my father. 

~~. 457.75458.33 
458,33459.73 
459.73459.78 

~R i- w=- it's It'S= --

(Hx) 

~~tgr~Rmgw, 
(H) and! h- .. 
I bit my tongue the other day, 
because remember, 
•. )/OLl said to !Deven, 

W@II, 
_________________ --------... I realiy want to spend time with you? 

466.03466.75 Yeah? 

Ii.~ t:~lQ we went to the Chalk .. Fair, 
________________________ -1 gaW\;itl~n he took off with [Tobias? 

470.37471.32 The Chop Fair? 

________________________ -1 The Chalk. 

471.87472.37 [Oh, 

________________________ ... [The Chalk Fair]. 

472.62473.22 .. unhunhj? 

________________________ -1 (H) 'Pi6a he took off with !Tobias? 

474.97475.42 Yeah? 

." Is that, 
that, 

.. that" 1 wanted to say with him iM~ij your dad 
wanted to spend time with you today. 

0", Aft~ why did you run off. 
". (TSK) f:\.gg I didn't, 
because I remembered, 

". (H) that my mother tried to guilt me the same 
________________________ ..1 wa~l. 
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454.37 455.35 
455.35457.75 

459.78459.98 
459.98460.51 
460.51 462.01 
462.01 462.79 
462.79463.84 
463.84464.33 
464.33 466.03 

466.75 468.80 
468.80470.37 

471.32471.87 

472.17472.87 

473.22474.97 

475.42476.86 
476.86477.21 

477.21481.10 
481.10483.30 
483.30 486.44 
486.44487.68 

487.68490.73 
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490.73494.45 

496.74499.24 

518.64 525.69 

526.58527.33 

527.45529.10 

529.10529.59 

532.34533.68 
533.68 534.15 
534.15534.75 

541.52542.55 
542.55 543.32 
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... <YWN ~g that's why you're interested in death 
YWN>? 

(SIGH) 

(YAWN) (TSK) 

.. , (TSK) (TSK) <x Maybe x> it's because my 
parents were oi=d? 
When) was young? 
Very very young? 
.,_ I've always=, 
... thought it's w=eird, 
that we've been --
.. ' (H) ! look down at my body? 
... And i f=eel like I'm in a spaceship. 

... Yeah? 

[@J@@@@ 

[<WH @@ WH>] 

[2(H) I just, 

[2That's why you're interested in death? 

(H) n- and, 

@@2] 

I just2] think it's <MRC so damn weird MRC> 
we're here, 

···EII? 
... f~~;, 
~~!! it i=s. 

And, 
gAd I was constructed, 
... inside of some w=oman's w=omb, 
... (H) anq I was [ ... burped outJ, 

[(H) $Ie (H)] 
...... ..<,... , 

~~ you're running, 

494.45497.64 

499.24 503.40 
503.40 504.35 
504.35 505.24 
505.24509.74 
509.74511.84 
511.84512.59 
512.59515.02 

515.02518.64 

525.69 527.33 

527.33528.08 

528.08 529.05 

529.10532.34 

534.75 535.05 
535.05 536.97 
536.97 539.63 
539.63542.72 
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543.32 544.52 
544.52546.02 

546.02546.32 

547.63550.17 

550.17551.72 

556.02 556.97 

562.34562.79 
562.79 563.54 

570.60 575.18 
575.18576.13 

577.13579.17 
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you're running down the road, 
all the way to the very end. 

Hunh? 

... !H) 

N- you're you're you're already standing at the 
end of [the road]. 

[(H)] 

.. [2trying to figure out what hap2]pens there? 

(2%== W;Wif2], 
a/~ ["1- n- -~ 

Maybe: --

maybe I'm just eager to get back to where I 
wa=s. 
(H) [May-] --

[Back] into the womb? 

% No no no. 
I _. 

maybe, 

.. maybe this whole lifetime was just a really rude 
@interruption. 

Of @what, 
@ [<@ of what @>]. 

[<@ Of what]ever it was @> r was doing, 
before! was, 
(H) before my number came up. 

... (Hi And I was toid I had to come ba=ck here. 
(H) 

... (H) What if. 
What .. if=. 

(Hx) Unhu=nh. 

What if worrying about that, 

546.32547.63 

549.75550.13 

550.29551.19 
551 .72 552.42 
552.42552.97 

552.97 555.67 
555.67556.27 

556.97557.97 
557.97558.17 
558.17 558.52 

558.52 562.34 

562.81 564.64 
564.64 565.49 
565.49567.40 

567.40570.05 
570.05 570.60 

576.13577.13 
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581.12581.37 
581.37583.04 
583.04584.40 
584.40 586.16 

586.16589.72 
589.72593.22 
593.22 594.42 
594.42 597.08 

604.24606.88 
606.88608.38 

611.90612.15 

612.96614.66 
615.88616.13 
616.13617.07 

617.52619.12 
619.12620.72 
620.72625.17 
625.17627.17 
627.17630.53 
630.53 633.56 
633.56635.56 
635.56638.75 
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@t~§~~!; 
this is what you told !Deven. 

IIi, 
what if worrying about that, 
has got in the way=, 
... gotten in the way, 

of you making positive choices for yourself in your 
life. 
... (H) Instead of just worrying about, 
w- that you're he=re, 
... and making the best out of it. 

_ .. Being here is::::, 
__ is so illusive sometimes. 
. __ : mean. _ illusionary. 

... Those are two different words::::, 
and they mean two different things. 

Yft~1I it's i!lusionary. 
... [ take back what I said about @illusilJe, 

@@ 

(H) [@@ (H) @@@@J@@@ (H) 

[y- .. you may be elusive], 
(H) 

... !N~lI, 
Mm. 

rgl\j!:I .. !I·· ~Ii=, 
% to me the whole point is is, 
... you have no idea, 
what happens before or after . 
... You have no idea_ 
... You can read books about it, 
and you can .. (H) talk about it, 
'" but the most pragmatic thing to do is, 

579.17579.73 
579.73581.12 

597.08 599.65 
599.65601.73 
601.73 604.24 

608.23609.40 
609.40 611.90 

612.15615.88 

617.07617.52 
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638.75 640.05 

642.40644.64 
644.64 646.32 

647,16649.25 
649.25 653.11 
653.11656.14 
656.14656.99 
656.99657.74 
657.74658.97 
658.97 660,30 

665.43666,68 
666.68 667.98 
667.98668.53 
668.53 670.01 
670.01 672.61 

674.01 675.08 

675.27676.02 

676.60676.85 
677.68677.93 

682.95 683.20 

683,20 685,90 
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to just ... live it 

0" Hrr. 

,.. Learn the rules of the game, 

,.. play the game, 

For 'Nhat. 

,.. for whatever you wa=nt 
... For what%ever you wa=nt. 
... Be a"" doctor, 
or a screen writer, 
or an actress, 
or a philanthropist, 
or"" an explorer",,? 

... <VOX An explorer VOX>. 

... Do what you want, 
with the time you have. 
Learn, 
... give, 
... whatever. 

,.. Love? 

%Lo",ve? 

[<VOX Love]? 

[@@@] 

(H) Could [212] love you? 

[2X2] 
@ 

@@@ @@@ 

(H) Could I love you while I'm here VOX>? 
.. (H) (Hx) 

(H) 

11-1\ 
. .. '. ~ I) 

640.05 642.40 

646.32647.16 

660.30 665,43 

672.61 674,01 

675.08 676.02 

676.02677.68 

677.93 680.01 
680.01 682.20 
682.20 682.95 

683.20 685.90 
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685.90687.70 

701 .36 702.85 
702.85 704.90 
704.90 706.00 
706.00707.57 

707.94709.52 

714.63716.87 
716.87717.12 
717.12717.52 
717.52718.82 

719.00 719.88 

722.50723.63 
723.63724.44 
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Don't make light of what I'm saying. 

... ~o. 

... Think about the kids. 
What are --
who are, 
who are these kids. 
... <'IV Who are these kids W>. 
••. @'r (H) 

... These little seedpods, 

... (H) that have been sent [our way]. 

[(H)] (Hx) 

... ~~.I. 

.. sometimes for me, 
they are a whip and a hairshirt. 

@[@@@@@} 

[<WH @@@@ WH>] 

(H) They're little, 
.. iittle, 
... tittle lessons. 
@@@ (H) 

... (TSK) .. I(~.~, 
~~, 
r~Ei [~mi~m, 
sometimes I have to be [real prep-] --

[(GASP)] 

.. What. 

XX, 
!Nataiie asked me about Santa Claus today. 

What did she, 
[what did she say], 

[In the !aundroJmat. 
She said. 

687.70 688.61 
688.61 692.25 
692.25 692.65 
692.65693.15 
693.15 694.30 
694.30 696.55 
696.55 698.15 
698.15699.84 
699.84 702.09 

707.57709.52 

709.52711.11 
711.11 711.61 
711.61 713.20 
713.20714.63 

718.27 719.00 

719.00719.88 

719.88 720.50 
720.50 722.50 

723.93724.68 
724.68 725.18 
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Santa Claus isnI. 

.. ' trHeEtn. 
d- ;s there a ~or real Sa- Santa Claus? 
.. i said a for rea! Santa Claus, 
you m~E,il a man vl/ho lives .. at the north pole? 

.. (H) She said yeah, 
I said no. 
... (H) /\nd she said, 

WI3[1, 
who are the other ones. 

I said well, 
they're the spirit of Santa Claus, 

arc: . 
... (Hj [hey represent Santa Claus. 
They _. 

--------------------------1 (H) They're a picture [of Santa Claus]. 

746.62748.36 [They're Santa Claus's] agents. 

..@@@ 

(H) They're pictures of Santa Claus. 
_________________________ -1 ... is my mike on. 

754.14754.78 Unhunh? 

Oh. 
_________________________ -1 [Okay. 

755.71 756.85 [(H) It sure is, 

_________________________ -1 (H) And]. 

756.85 758.88 

18 

you just] damn near broke the damn needle 
there? 

~r;l~.iflt~Q she said, 
... gnCfi:~Q~b she said Well, 
who fills the stockings. 
... And I kind of. 
I saie!. 

725.18725.68 
725.68726.76 
726.76728.58 
728.58 730.93 
730.93732.81 
732.81 735.08 
735.08736.23 
736.23 736.83 
736.83739.27 
739.27739.56 
739.56740.58 
740.58 741.12 
741.12742.87 
742.87743.12 
743.12745.47 
745.47745.77 
745.77 747.57 

748.36749.55 
749.55751.35 
751.35 754.14 

754.78755.71 
755.71 756.19 

756.19757.15 

758.88 759.95 
759.95762.12 
762.12 763.81 
763.81 767.67 
767.67768.15 
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770.03770.92 

770.92 771.82 

775.81 776.87 

804.10804.81 

805.04 805.64 
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.. , :OV8 fills the stockings. 

Oh Go=d, 
[-Pamela]. 

[@@@ She] said, 
(H) she said. 
ph you mean, 

... aduits=? 

(H) 

... A.dults who wanna show you how much they 
care, 
and i said, 
... J1) y~ah. 
Adu'its:::, 
adults arounei who love you. 
... Fill those stockings. 
... (H) And I said, 

she said but some adults= talk about Santa 
Claus, 
I said that's because, 
.. they wanna believe in Santa Claus. 
(H) And that's what I told her, 
I saie, 
I "vanna believe in Santa Claus. 

.. in fact sometimes I d=o believe in Santa Claus. 

... :~nd that, 

.. ,hat really [satisfied her]. 

[(H)] 

(H) [2<F ~~tl thought2] it was very pragmatic of 
her to ask about that in June F>.O 

~D§~ but what d-2], 

(H) ! thought to myself, 
if she asked me that, 

768.15770.13 

770.62 772.27 
772.27773.34 
773.34 774.14 

774.14775.81 

776.87779.93 
779.93 780.58 
780.58 781.60 
781.60 782.39 
782.39 784.22 
784.22 785.81 
785.81 787.72 

787.72790.49 
790.49791.48 
791.48 793.17 
793.17 794.44 
794.44 794.69 
794.69 796.45 

796.45 800.43 
800.43 803.39 
803.39 804.82 

804.82 808.52 

808.52809.62 
809.62810.81 
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811.27813.67 

811.49811.82 

815.41 817.01 

817.01 818.50 

822.08 822.37 

827.71 828.86 

833.28835.67 

847.87850.27 
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like, 
[on] [2Christmas2] [3Eve3J, 

[i~ij] [2she2] [3must have gotten some3] sort of a 
signal somewhere. 

[2( (M ICROPHONE))2] 

Today in the laundromat? 

< •• ~m x> what does that have to do with 
death. 

... <WH @@@ WH> 

.,,~~j'i, 

., we were taiking about 

., death= and il!usions, 

(H) 

the illusions of this life, 

.. (H~:'YQYtl~Q<tw, 
I --
(H' ., I j .. ':'0 , 

~.~ 1, 

X X [Xl. 

[<VOX my] favorite word when I was twelve 
VOX>, 

... ,vas paradox. 

... <YWN Why YWN>. 

(H) Because, 
... ! thought, 
.. any v'Jor=d~ 
... that was defined. 

.. itm.Jt.~ID ! remember the definition. 

.. (H) That I learned in seventh grade. 

.. {H) That was paradox. 

.. (H) Seemingly contrary. 

... (TSK) [Seemingly <P X X X P>]. 

810.81 811.20 

811.19812.40 

813.67 815.61 

818.50819.60 
819.60 820.80 

820.80822.08 

822.37 824.13 
824.13825.46 
825.46825,76 
825.76827,06 

827.06827.71 

828.73830.88 

830.88 833,63 

835.67 836.47 
836.47837.71 
837.71 838,69 
838.69 840.36 
840.36 842.11 
842.11 844.06 
844.06 845.71 

845.71 847.87 

2(' 
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858.91 861.19 
861.19863.23 
863.23 867.18 

867.18869.01 

872.02 872.81 

873.13874.88 

883.26884.31 
884.31 884.49 

885.58 886.66 

887.26889.51 
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[Seemingly con-J, 
(H) and I had a hard time with the definition . 
.. (H) 'S:Q I thought .. God. 
(H) A \rvor=d. 
(H) .. That I'm supposed to lear:::n, 
(Hi and I get this definition, 
and I don't even understand [the defini:::tion]. 

[The definition=J of the word 
paradox, 
is by design ambiguous. 
... Chew on this one. 
An ambiguous para·dox. 

... ls that redundant? 

Yes. 

[@ (GROAN) @] @@ (H) 

[@ (GROAN) <WH @@WH>] 

... W;~jj, 

.. that was age twelve. 
··$9 <y,,-, 
that was very close to !Deven's age, 
when. 
... (H) I sort of=. 
.. bit my teeth into that one. 

Bit your teeth, 
hunh? 

( H)~naktflfn, 
ygf)'b. 

[@@@@]@@ 

[As I went]. 
@@@[2@@@ @2] 

[2@@@@@@@@2] 

848.97849.78 
849.78852.02 
852.02 853.52 
853.52 854.60 
854.60 856.34 
856.34857.79 

857.79859.79 

869.01 872.02 

872.81 875.96 

875.96 876.46 
876.46877.71 
877.71 878.21 
878.21 879.95 
879.95 880.18 
880.18 881.61 
881.61 883.26 

884.49 885.43 
885.43885.81 

885.81 886.42 
886.66 888.66 
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889,49 891,04 

891.04891,36 
891.36893.84 

893.84 895,93 

898,64900.89 
900,89 902.62 
902,62903.68 

903.96 906.60 

921.55 923.66 

926.84 927.54 
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(H) 1. 

(H) @@ 

took a bite? 

<@ Is, 
is that like c:=utting it [in the] nip"" @>? 

[@@] 

@@@@@@@@@@ 

(H) I 

I get 2. iittle [ahead <@ of myself] @>, 

[@@@@@ (H)] 
<@ m[~ I guess you do @>. 

@@@@@ (H) 

[(H) Oh God I hope this doesn't] all sound real 
s=Tupid. 

[(H) X= @] 

@@@ 

(H) ... W~II. 
.. ~,~ From) 
.. from twelve to seventeen, 
then, 
... that went from paradox, 
L •• to, 

... tile invisible. 

.. interfacing with the visible, 

... (TSK) Hunh? 

@@@ 

The invisible. 
... inter[facing] with the visible. 

[Facing Xl 

(H) For everything you see. 
You can look at me and ['m a body. 

888.71 889,69 

890.39 891.19 

892.72893.30 

895.33 898.24 
898.24 900.89 

903.68 908.02 

908.02 909.12 
909.12910,84 
910.84911.54 
911.54912.99 
912.99913,42 
913.42916,96 
916.96917,99 
917.99 919.63 
919.63 921.55 

923.66924.70 
924.70925.95 
925.95 928.23 

928.23929.64 
929.64931.39 
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937.72 939.22 

941.65942.30 

944.40 945.41 

949.90 953.10 
953.10 954.55 

954.55 955.70 

964.41 965.10 
965.10 966.20 

966.20 971.38 

973.13 976.81 

977.13977.38 
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(H) You see eyes, 
... you see .. body, 
you see hair, 
you see, 
@@[@@@] 

[@@@]@@ 

((SLAP)) <@ S- get your hands off me @>. 

[(H)J 

[{H)] 

Y=ou <HI see H!> all those things, 

right? 

[<VOX Yea=h VOX>]. 

[~'qi there's] there's me=, 
insi=d{~. 

.. "Tha(s ... invjslbje, 

". It's not, 
... it's it's n-, 

it's it's, 

(H) r;fmlt~n, 
(H) what if, 
what if you took the same ... spacesuit? 
... And you put another spirit into it. 

... it vvould be [a different person, 

[<@ It'd say, 
let me out @>. 

(LAUGHTER)] 

(LAUGHTER)] 
It 't/auld be, 

.. a different person. 

'" <X You're X> [right]. 

[I] wouldn't [2be2] me. 

[2Right2J. 

931.39932.89 
932.89 934.96 
934.96935.74 
935.74936.31 

936.31 938.73 

939.22 941.37 

941.37942.34 

942.34943.99 

943.99 944.40 

944.40 945.41 

944.88 946.21 
946.21 947.14 

947.14949.90 

955.05955.70 
955.70956.35 
956.35959.78 
959.78962.68 

962.68 965.40 

965.40 971.38 
971.38 972.13 

972.13973.13 

976.57977.70 
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977.70 978.20 
978.20 979.55 

982.70 984.02 
984.02 984.65 

985.61 985.88 
986.10 986.35 

986.63986.95 

987.20 988.04 
988.04 990.30 
990.30 990.55 
990.55991.80 
991.80993.20 

995.34 995.71 

995.71 996.59 
996.59997.14 
997.14998.26 
998.26999.06 
999.06 1000.85 
1000.851001.78 
1001.781004.40 
1004.40 1006.19 

1008.541009.11 
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That's right. 
It'd be a different [personality]. 

r(H)] S'" I l .0 .. , 

,. :! 

~~. ; think ieS=f 

[very fascinating], 

[Of course that's a hypothetical], 
[2how do you know that2]. 

[2(H)2] it's very [3interesti- --

[3Maybe, 
may-, 

(Hx) 

maybe, 
, 

@@@3] 

may=be=3], 
maybe the spacesuit has something to do=. 
with, 
.. with who's inside of it. 

.; (H) 1£1(~~~ you don't know [thatl· 

[(TSK) (H)] Wouldn't that be f-
a fascinating [2experiment2]. 

[2<A Il~Ji no, 

be2]cause look A>. 
.. Genes. 
.. Genetic makeup. 
.. It's proven. 
.. And that's part of the spacesuit, 
if you wanna use that. 
... That that your genetic makeup, 
.. largely determines who you are. 

.. ~Qf(~t.n .. the chemical bath I sit in? 

Yeah. 

979.07 980.33 
980.33 981.01 
981.01 982.68 
982.68 983.73 

984.33 986.10 

986.35 986.63 

986.95 988.04 

992.85 995.84 

1006.19 1008.54 

2·" 
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1009.111010.11 
1010.11 1010.91 

1015.15 1015.78 
1015.781016.55 
1016.55 1016.92 
1016.92 1018.80 
1018.801019.11 

1020.421020.72 

1021.58 1023.96 

1023.981024.73 
1024.731025.13 
1025.131025.51 
1025.51 1027.61 
1027.61 1028.61 

1028.61 1033.38 

1039.91 1040.76 
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... As it were. 
__ (H) (Hx) 

... Hm=: . 

.. Sori of dictates ho,,'! I feel about being in [ .. this 
spacesuit]. 

[Ye=:s. 
Yes right]. 
.. R- M:~,!1fm;a,~ 
and it depends on your brain dolphin level, 
[andJ. 

[(H)] My brain dolphin. 
XX [2X21 X, 

[2mm2], 

that's sweet. 

... you [know]? 

[Hunh]. 

<X 1- depend am- X>, 

... A lot of it has to do with the with the, 

.. the r=- --

... (TSK) (H) five dollars and ninety-eight cents 
worth of chemicals and compounds that make 
you. 

... ~;c We could spend a lot of our life, 
trying to, 
to contradict that. 

<FWhy= F>. 

(H) ~~IL 
[Because], 

1010.91 1012.13 

1012.131016.25 

1018.851020.15 
1020.151020.80 

1020.801021.58 

1023.54 1023.98 

1033.38 1038.02 
1038.02 1038.72 
1038.72 1039.91 

1040.761041.76 
1041.761042.63 
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!-~-~~-~-~-'-'-'----l 1041 .76 1042.68 [@ @ @] @ 
; 
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a 
l .. _ .. ~ .. _ .. _, _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. __ . 

------------------------------------~ 
1044.05 1045.68 [2(H)2] @@@ 

(H) <@ it may be @> a very bad [2chemi2jcal 
bath. 

______________________ .... (H) We [3may3], 

1045.68 1046.00 [3(SN IFF)3] 

--------------~------------------------~ 1050.121050.42 .. liJij, 
1050.421052.47 but we [have no choice in that matter]. 

%b- been put into something that's completely 
acid, 

to our true essence. 
(H) 

[And we spend a lifetime], 
... that's right. 
... N-Wg[j, 
no (H) apparent choice_ 
... No choice=, 

_______ ~~~~-----------_ ..... " that we know of. 

... m:~~J:~. 
···Ii ... 
···i'l 

1061 .87 1062.89 

1062.89 1065.41 
1065.41 1069.09 

_______________________ .... . ,. I'm not all bent out of shape about [it]. 

1074.991077.49 [@j@@[2@@@2] 

_________ ~~~~-~~~-__ ----.... <xti4t I was [3thi- X>3]-
[3<@ X You're3] just [4really interested in 

1077.52 1079.87 dea::::th @>. 

26 

[2(H) I~~ I've just2], 

1042.681045.18 

1045.181045.88 

1046.00 1048.53 

1048.531049.77 
1049.77 1050.12 

1050.67 1052.32 

1052.47 1054.32 
1054.32 1055.91 
1055.91 1057.50 
1057.501059.95 
1059.951061.87 

1069.091072.17 
1072.171072.72 
1072.72 1075.27 

1076.091077.24 

1077.241078.00 
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1079.87 1080.82 

1082.09 1082.29 

1088.25 1088.72 

1092.28 1093.38 

1093.38 1095.61 
1095.61 1097.46 
1097.461097.68 

1099.95 1103.51 

1103.51 1104.91 
1104.91 1106.19 
1106.19 1108.09 

1111.47 1112.49 
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[4My yearning, 

my yearning4j, 

@@@@@@4] 

my yearning is n- --

.. [maybe] not to run ahead and, 

[(H)] 

.. a:Q~. 

... a.D:~, 
gild get to the exiL 
(H) As --
... 

(H) [W-] --

[ijim~~6 maybe it's the yearning %, 

.. for where I was before I was born. 

(H) ~~Jl how is write- --
reading a book written by some schmuck, 
who thinks he's an expert on d",eath, 
(H) 

~~H he mayor may not be a schmuck, 

-Dar,/ 

... (H) Anyone who sits down to write a book 
about d=eath, 

.. with the hopes of enlightening, 
his fellow human beings, 
(H) .. is in my book a schmuck. 

... (TSK) (H) \5V~W now, 

... <VOX them's flghtin' [wor=ds, 

[@@@@@@] 

boy= VOX>. 

@ <@ You could @>--

1078.341079.14 

1080.82 1081.97 

1081.97 1083.32 

1083.32 1083.82 

1083.82 1084.27 
1084.27 1085.47 
1085.47 1086.70 
1086.701088.25 

1088.53 1090.23 

1090.23 1092.28 

1097.68 1099.39 

1099.39 1099.95 

1108.09 1110.19 

1110.191112.16 

1112.16 1112.59 

1112.59 1113.54 
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1114.021115.37 
1115.37 1116.07 
1116.071116.92 
1116.921119.42 
1119.42 1128.11 

1128.111128.86 

1129.46 1129.78 
1129.78 1130.18 
1130.181130.93 
1130.93 1131.13 
1131.13 1133.28 

1133.281136.71 

1136.711141.14 

1143.341143.84 

1145.14 1146.83 

1146.83 1158.66 

1161.741162.99 
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(Hi 

Who the hell is someone, 
.. anyone, 
who's <@ living, 
to sit down @> and write a book about dea=th. 
... @[@]@@@@@ (H) 

[@} 

Now really. 

(H) 

1~,.l[1i~? 
%[t's like, 
% it's these --
.. %this --
%this is the .. person who falls under that .. that, 

(H) .. category of expert that 1 disdain so much. 

... I know a [lot about-] --

[(H) Maybe] he's a <MRC very old soul 
MRC>. 

(Hx) 

.. (Hx) 

... P[ea=[se]. 

[<@ Like Old] [2King Cole @>2] 

[2@@@2] 

(LAUGHTER)[3=3] 

[3(LAUGHTER)3] 
Hm=. 
... (T5K) (H) Yil,ell, 
(Hx) 

(T5K) [f he's a very old sou!, 

1113.54 1114.02 

1125.51 1126.13 

1128.86 1129.46 

1140.52 1143.09 

1143.09 1143.34 

1143.84 1145.75 

1145.75 1146.32 

1153.44 1158.68 
1158.681159.74 
1159.741161.49 
1161.491161.74 
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1162.99 1164.49 he should keep it to [himself. 

----------------------------------------~ 1175.03 1176.58 

1176.581176.93 
1176.931177.18 
1177.181177.63 

1177.63 1180.58 

[But really] not so quickly, 

it was. 
<x<plg~~ P>X>, 

11!;~§\m~ 
it was something that had started in her a very 
long time ago. 

[(H) 1 y'ii"JJmI, 
'% ~'~ (Hx) 
... I relt 1- after !Gretchen died, 
it was all .. rather unfair. 

l\jiIT1~E,r.~:rC 
% '% the tides at work, 
... just swept over her so quickly. 

'W\ 1\ d't [ ,., 1 ",(, 'I "n I was IKe, 

... She was gone in less than, 

... five months . 

.. Six·· 

-------------------------t Eight months. 
1188.01 1190.66 ... (H) (TH ROAT) 

29 

... ,i\nd it just=:. 

... amazes me=. 

(H) i(::roJ;t~Q. 
you can't drag on and on and on about a fellow 
creature who's gone, 

(Hi ... pi.jt I still miss my grandmother. 
... Ap~ I, 
... ! certainly miss my do=g. 
... (H) i just think it's so wei=rd, 
that they're go=ne. 
... A'B'B where did they go to. 

1163.99 1164.82 
1164.821166.15 
1166.151168.05 
1168.05 1169.90 
1169.901170.25 
1170.251171.75 
1171.751174.00 
1174.001175.41 

1180.58 1184.34 

1184.34 1186.91 
1186.91 1187.36 
1187.361188.01 

1190.66 1193.16 
1193.16 1194.82 
1194.82 1196.95 

1196.951200.75 

1200.751204.16 
1204.161209.37 
1209.371211.22 
1211 .22 1219.90 
1219.901220.75 
1220.75 1223.04 
1223.04 1228.06 

29 
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CI.l,:rmen BQ.i'i"DtI., 5e~tlW" '"".1 
A,P&M.I>IX ~: 

)AMPI-E OF M.v 6'P,r..L.y ATTEMPT TO 

VI~ClA"lt Ke:PtC.~6NT lQ,.1C. 

2.. -r"uR /J S .... ----.---~·-,t~ 
\A-':"l t~::.::-' ' '-~--:--:-:=-,.--,'D-:c'-I-I!.I-1'A~I\J~N:...:::;:[::...=.. L_, --=1-=.' _T~' -:--U~f.._N---:,<;'-:--_____ "''' '_·'''' '_'" ,t:.>-t"l,--..d_·_--=_ ~=:-':'''----·· C!-I il !J fJE L 

570 . 60575.18 DARRYL: .. . (H) What if. 
575.18 576.13 A What if=. 

"· '1b." ""-; 13 PI-ll1ELA: (Hx) Unhuoonh,' 
~~5=77==.1~3~~5~7~9=.31~7==~~~=D~A~R~R~Y~L=;=====W~h:a:t==~~'f~=w=o=r=r=y=i=n:g=a=b=o=u=t==t=h=a=t=,================--+-, .. ~~.~'~----:'~.~ ________________ ~ ___________________________________ ~ 

",i79 . 17 579 , '/3 ?!'11ELA: %See, ... / 

581.12 581. 37 DARRYL: 
~~~:--:~~~_~~ _____ ~~~ ___ __________ _____ _ ~5 __ j9.i3 581.12 ~isisw~ty=told !~~n. 

:wel l, .... 
581.37 583.04 
583.04 584.40 
584.40 586.16 
586.16 589.72 
in your life. 
589.72 593.22 
593.22 594 . 42 
594. 42597.0B 

A what i f worrying about that , 
has got i n the way=, 
· .. gotten in the way, 
of you making positive choices for yourself 

.. . (H~tead 6~t worrying abo~~, 
'/1]- tha~~'re he=-~·"'," ""' •••• , ••••• "."~,, •• , 
· .. and making the best out of it . . ........... _._ .. _ .. _'-,-•• _.-, .. _ .. _ . ...., .• ..,. •• _._ .. _._ .. _ .. _._ •• _._ •• _ .• ;,.:.:..:, .• :.:..:: .. .:.: •• ~.~ •• "' •• !.!!.~ .. :,!..~==~_~ _____ _ ___ =-_ _ ---1 

5:)7 . 0 H 599.65 P);MELA: .. C::Beinghere i~. C 

604.24 606.88 C DARRYL: 

',99 . 65601.73 .. lS:>u .J..J.-,:uo>,ve somet~mes. 
~~~~~~~~~~~=-________ ~ ____________ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~ ____________ ~6.0~1~.~7~3~6~O~4~. ~2~4 ________________ ~.~.~. ~I~m~e~a~n~; .. ~S~.~il~l~u=s~i~o~n~a~r~y~. ________ ~t>~ ____ -1 

Those are two different words:, 
606.88 608 .3 8 I) 

611.90 612 .15 DARRYL: 

612. 9 6 614 .6 6 DARRYL: 
615.88 61 6 .1 3 C' 
616.13 617 .0 7 

617.52 619 .12 A DARRYL : 
619.12 620.72 
620.72 625 . 17 
625.17 627.17 
627.17 630.53 
630.53 633 . 56 
633.56 635 .5 6 
635.56 638.75 
638.75 640.05 

and they mean two different things. 

@@ 

(H) 
[y- .. you may be~lusive]) 

yeah)bu1;:, . . bub .. but,,, , 
% to me the whole point is is, 
· .. you have no idea, 
what happens bef ore or af ter . 
... You have no idea. 
. .. You can read books about it, 
and you can .. ·(H I talk about it , 
· .. but the most pragmatic thing t.o do is, 
to just . .. live it. 

6(J8 .?3 609 . 40 
is ~~ 'l ~() 611 . 9 [) 

l@ il1 "'sjv~ --
6 12 . 15 615.88 

617 .01 61 7. 52 

PAl-lELA : Wel L~it ' s illusionary. 0 
.. ' I t ake back what I said about 

PAMELA: (H ) [@@ (H ) @@@@]@@@ (H ) 

PAMEL.~ : Mm','.' ! 

642.40 644.64 DARRYL: 
~-:-:::---:-::--::-':-:---::~_--:=-=-=~=-____ -=-_ _ ...,.-:-___ :--_--:-...,.-:-____________ _ i-"6 4 0 . 0'0 64. 2. 4. 0 

Learn the rules of the game, 
PAMELA : Hmj 

644.64 646 .3 2 A play the game, 

647.16 649 .25 
~~ __ ~~~~ __________________________________________________________ ~6~4~6~3~~~'~6~4~7_.~1~6 _____ P~AM~E~L~A~: ____ ~FO~r~w~h~a~t~. ________________________ ~A~ __ ~ 

DARRYL : 
649.25 653. 11 A 

for whatever you wa~nt . 

For what%ever you wa =nt . 

C : illc..t>\ut .t.~ 
l-t:> c.. • ! t.l""~hrt. ~ 

p '. i Il~}O/AA') l'~&. 

G' : • wh"t ,.If. ~Sc. ~}J.!." 
Lt>EI: ,v1>1'l11('l> 1I.4.{~~\O"" jIOti ~ ... ~CI4I4s 

r=: -tk jtI\\"Vqr"Mu. J bt~J rtc.".,M 



653 . 11 656 .1 4 A 656 .14 656 . 99 
656. 99 657 . 74 
657.74 658.97 
658 . 97 660 . 30 

665 . 43 666.68 A 666.68 667.98 
667 .9 8 668 . 53 
668 . 53 670 . 01 
670 . 01 672 . 61 

674.01 67 5. 0S N 

675 . 27 676 . 02 

676 . 60 676.85 
677 . 68 677 . 93 

682 . 95 683 . 20 

685 . 90 687 . 70 A 

701. 3 6 702 . 85 E 702 . 85 704 . 90 
704 .9 0 706 . 00 
706 . 00 707.57 

707 . 94 70 9. 52 

714.63 71 6.87 

.. . Be a= doctor , 
! or a screen writer l 

or an a ct.ress, i 

or a philanthropist, 
or= an explorer=? 

CC; O. 3 0 66 5. 43 PAMELA, ... <\TOX An explorer vox>. A 
DARRYL, . .. Do what you want, 

with t he time you have. 

Learn ~ ............. " • . " " " " " .. " " " .. " " " " ... " " " " .. " " " " " " . " " " " " " " """ ... glv e, •••••••••••••••• 
""",,"" "" " " " " " " "" ... what1l.v~.···· " " "" ..... 67 2 . 61 674. 01 PAl1ELA: . . . Love? . ..... A 

DARRyL·.·· %Lo=ve? . . .. 
. -... 67':. . US 676 . 02 PANEL.'I : [<VOX Love]? A' 

lWlIRRYL: [@@@ ] 

" 6 76 .0 2 677 . 68 PAMELA: (H) Could [ 212 1 love you? A' 
".DARRYL: [2X2] . . @ I . 67 7 . 9 3 68 0 .01 PA..l<1ELA : @@@ @@@ A' "" .. 68 0.01 68 2 . 2 0 JljL._<;:g.Y_t9.. . _+.. _l9..~"-'il. . .:L~1!._)ihil.~._I. ~!lLt\§.r.~·_'y'Q·N~· • ". 

"",.""" " 6 82 . 20 682 . 9 5 . . (H) (Hx) . • •• ". 
DARRYL: (H) ........ ., " " " "" .....•..•.. 68 3 .20 685 . 90 PAMELA: . . . llj} ,,",," " " " • " " " 
DARRYL : Don · t make light of what I ' m saying . " " " " " " "" """"" " " " " " " """ "" " " " " " " " " " ,,""" 

6 87 . 70 6 88 . 61 Pl\MEL.l\: . . . N=o ;>: 
E 6 38 . 61 6 92 .25 .. . Think about the kids . 

692 . 2 5 692 . 65 What are - -

I 6 92 . 65 693.15 who are j 

6 9 3 .J.5 694 . 30 who are thes e kids . 
6 94 . 30 696 . 55 ... <w Iolho are these kids W> . 
6 96 .. S5 6 9 8-.1 5 .. @ (H) 

69 8 . 1 5 699 .84 ... Thes e lit t le seedpods, 
6') 9.84 7 02 . 09 .. . (HI that have been sent [our way) . 

DARRYL: [(HI} (Hxl 
... Well.) 

• . . sometime s for me, 
they are a whip and a hairshi r t . 

71)7. 5 7 709.5 2 Pl\MELA : @[@@@@@ ] 
DARRYL : [<WH @@@@ WH>] 

CI ')9 . S2 711 . 11 PA..t>1ELA: (H) They're litt l e, 
7, 1 . 11 711 . 6 1 .. litt l e, 
711 .61 713 . 20 . . . l ittle lessons . 

E 713 . 2 CI 71 4.63 @@ @ (H) 
DARRYL, .. . (TSK) . . Yeah;-

.. 
". 

" .. ' 

o . 
. . · · · " 



(}) 
716.87 717.12 r;. 
717 . 12 717.5 2 
7l7.52 718.82 

ah,:.'; 
ye~.h'.' T mean), 
sometimes i have to be [rea l preo - ] --

718 . 27 7i9.0C PAl-lELA ; [ (GASP) ] 

719 .00 7 1 9.88 DARRYL: ( . . What,,! 
PAMELJl, : xx, E 

722.50 723 . 63 e\ DARRYL : 

~ -; 7L9 .8B 720.50 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ______ ~ __ ~~~~ __________________________________ ~~7.=;!~O~. ~S~C_. ~7~2~2~.~5~O_. ________________ ~!N~a~t~a~l~i~e~a~s~k~e~d~m~e~a~b~o~u~t~S_a~n~t~a~c~l~a~u~s~t_o_d_a~y_.~ 

What did she, 
723.63 724 . 44 

746.62 7 48 . 36 t 
agents . 

754 .1 4 754.78 

DARRYL : 

DARRYL, 

755.71 75 6 .85 F DARRYL, 

[what did she say] , 

[They 're Sant a Claus 's l 

Unhunh? 

! (H) I t sure is, 

7L3 . 9] 724.68 

. ~'. ' 

..... ;;. 

...... ,., 
• :~ 0; 

:~ ,J, . 

.. ,'. ' . 

74'3.36 749 .55 
. ) 4.9 . 55 751 . 35 
751. -3 :. 75 4. 14 

~~~~~~~~=-~~~~ __________ ~~~~ ________ ~~ __ ~ __ ~ ______ ~~ ____ ~~7~56.:. o/ 757 . 15 
756.85 758.88 F DARRYL : you j u st] damn near broke the damn needle ~ 
there? 

7',8 88 759 5 
7:' 9 9S 762 2 
7 62 1 ) 7 63 

PAl1ELA: 

PAMELA : 

P},HELA: 

PA.!{ELA : 

PAME LA: 

In ·.:hi'· .J •. C\I.n.:dn.': mat 

. . :mom , 

. .. (.d.) .:!',:.r.~(l ;3 h\~ sa i (1 ( 

;i,J t:~_11 " 
~'lh-~:J ,a ~>:~ J': :n;;,::~ c,tl~,(:~ .:c ':)11 i.~ :":~ • 

:;;,,;;.6 "J~,1 1;·, 

t 1L;:: ':i ' :( <;:: t.l ] 0· .~IU :~ " r i t r) f '~~ an t: t,:l C 1 a I :: ~;; I 

j;.J.n ~) I 

·~,'hE:·<! 

E' 

UI} Lh':.~>/' 1"(:: ~ l.)ict:~.r (~ l r:Jf t,;l:.1'n t·~(_:1 Clr·n .. ~::~ 

• • @@@ 

(H) They're pictures of Santa Claus . 
. . . Is my mike on . 

Oh·" , 
[Okay •. 

IH ) And] , 

and then she said, 
and then she said well, 

who fills the stockings. 
£' 



-- _ .. _._ .. 
7,,3.81 767.67 ... And I kind of, 6 1 
'I i; '!. G') 763. 1.~) I said J 

7G8 . 1 5 770.13 .. . love fills the stockings. 
77 0 .03 770.92 ~I DARRYL; Oh Go~d, 
770.92 771.82 [-Pamela) . 

'7"/0.52 772.2"i PAMELA; [@ @@ She] said, E' 
'/'12.27 773.34 (H) she said, 
7)3.31 774.14 oh you mean, 
7)4.14 77 S. 81 ... adults~? 

775.81 776.87 DARRYL; (HI 

776 . 87 779.93 PANELA: ... Adults who wanna show you hOI"l much E' 
Lley care, 
779.93 780.58 and I said, 
7 80 .58 78: .. 60 ... (HI yeah.· 
7e. l . 6~' 782.39 Adults=, 
782 .39 784.22 adults around who love you. 
784 .22 7 85 .81 ... Fill those stockings. 
7 S5 .81 787.72 ... (H) And I said, 
7 2:;7 T -/2 790,49 she said but·· some adults= talk about Santa 
C] a us. 
7 '.0.4 9 791.48 I said that's because, 
7 91. 48 793.17 · . they wanna believe in Santa Claus. 
'7"3 . 17 794.44 (H) And that's what I told her, 
7 :3 4, 44 794.69 I said, 
7"4. 69 796.45 I wanna believe in Santa Claus. 
7 % .~5 800.43 · . In fact sometimes I d=o believe in 
San t:.a Claus, 
8 00. <13 803.39 · .... And that, --)-- f 
8 (J J .39 804.82 ... that really [satisfied her] . 

804.10 804.81 DARRYL, [(H) ] 

8 0'1.82 808.52 PAMELA: (H) [2<F];lMt.j!I thought2] it "as very E .............. pr'agmatic of her to ask about that in June F>.D 

805.04 805.64 DARRYL;( A~ J [2Yeah,.but"what.,d-2] , 

~ 808.52 809.62 PAMELA: (H) I thought to myself, 
6 09 .62 81C.81 if she asked me that, 
810,8J. 811.20 like, 

E 811.19 812 . 40 [on] [2Ch ristmas2 ] [JEve3] , 

811.27 813.67 ~J~~ARRYL: (.Well )! [2she2] [3must have gotten some3] sort 
of a signal somewhere. 
811.49 811.82 >ENV; [2«MICROPHONE))2] 

B' 3 . 67 815.61 PAMELA: Today in the laundromat? £' 
815.41 817.01 A!ftRRYL : 

<XI mean/X> what does that have to do with 
death. 
817.01 818.50 ... <WH @@@ WH> _ .. ...,....-



827.71 828.86 DARRYL: x X [X], 

833.28 835.67 Cd. DARRYL: . .. <YWN Why YI.,rN>. 

847.87 850.27 G, DARRYL: ... (TSK) [Seemingly <P X X X P>]. 

8J8. '-=: Q 819.60 
819.':-:0 820.80 

820. 8 0 822.08 

sn .37 824.13 
8>4 . U 8 25.46 
8 :~5.46 8 25.76 
8 2S . '16 8 2"7.06 
827.06 827.71 

82d.73 830.88 
tvlel ve vox>, 
830. 8 8 833.63 

835.67 836.47 
836.47 837.71 
837 . !l 838.69 
8 38 .69 840.36 
840 .36 842.11 
8 4~ .'.1 844.06 
8 44 . .06 845.71 
8 4') .71 847.87 

8 48 .97 849.78 
8 f19 .7S 8S2.0? 

PPJ'lELA: 

PAMELA: 

PAMELA: 

PAl'1ELA: 

[<vox my] favorite word when I was q 
was paradox. 

(H) Because, 
I thought, 

.. any wor=d, 

... that was defined. 
Lmean',.'jI remember the definition. 
(H)'That I learned in seventh grade. 
(H) That was paradox . 
(H) Seemingly contrary. 

[Seemingly con~J, 
(H) and I had a hard time with the ~/D 

I def '.ni tien. 
852.02 853.52 .. (H)~SU I thought .. God. 

i 8'i3. 'J;~ 854.60 (H) A wor~d. 
i 8,,4 ii i' 856 34 (H) .. That I'm supposed to lear~n, 

J WiG :i ~ 857: 79 (H) and I get this definition , 
~~~~~~~ __ ~ ________________________________________________ ~~________ _~8~S·~7~.~7~9.~8~5~9~.~7~9 ________________ ~a~n~d=-~I~d~0~n~'~t~e~v~e~n~u~n~d~e~r~s~t~-a~n~d~~[t~h~e~d~e~f~i~n~i_=~t~i~o 

858.91 861.J9 ~ DARRYL: [The definition=] 
of the word paraaox, 
861.19 863.23 
863.23 867.18" 
867.18 869.01 

is by design ambiguous. 
... Chew on this one. 
An ambiguous paradox. 

872.02 872.81 Co. DARRYL: Yes. 

873.13 874.88 DARRYL: [@ (GROAN) <WH @@ WH>] 

869.01 

872.81 

87:>.96 
87;':-. (: G 
87'-,' . 71 

8~/ fs . 21 

872.02 PAMELA: ... Is that redundant? 

875'.96 PAMELA: [@ (GRO~~) @] @@ (H) 

876.46 Pl>MELA: 
877.71 

(, .. that was age twelve. 
878.21 .. 80%)-, 
879.95 that was very close to !Deven's age, 



~~---

8'/9.95 88G.18 wh en, &, SaO ."!'8 881.61 ... (H) I sort of= 
8 81 .6:. 883.26 · . bit my teeth into thac one. 

883.26 884.31 (;j DARRYL: Bit your teeth, 
884.31 884.49 hunh? 

8u~. 49 885.4J Pl'.l1JELA, (H) And then, 6J, 885. ,11 885.8J. yeah. .' 

I@ G, _ ... __ .... _ ..... 
885.58 886.66 DARRYL: [@@@@]@@ 

88S. i31 886.42 PAMELA: [As I went] , 
~ 886.66 888.66 @@@[2 @@@@2] 

887.26 889.51 DARRYL: [ 2@@@@@@@@2] 
888."l:e 889.69 PAMELA: (H) I, ~ 

889.49 891.04 DARRYL: (H) @@ 
89 0. 39 891.19 P)"MELA: took a bite? Gi' 

891. 04 891. 36 , DARRYL, <@ Is, 
891.36 893.84 is that like c=utting it [in the] nip= @:>? 

89 :2 .72 893.30 PAMELA, [@@] 
893.84 895.93 DARRYL: @@@@@@@@@ 

89 5 .33 8 9 8.24 PAMELA: (H) 1, I ... 
E:j 89 8 .24 900.89 I get a little [ahead <@ of myself] @>. 

898.64 900.89 Gl DARRYL, [@@@@ @ (H ) ] 

900.89 902.62 <@YeaQ, I guess you do @:>. 
902.62 903.68 @@@@@ (H) 

903.68 908.02 PAMELA: [ (H) Oheod I hope this doesn't] all sound 
real ,-;=tupid. ~ 

903.96 906.60 DARRYL, [ (H) X= @] . 
908.02 909.12 PAMELA, @@@ 
9 09.1 2 910.84 (H) ... Well·; 
J I G.8 fl 911. 54 · . % From, 
9J.J..54 922.99 · . from twelve to seventeen, 
912.99 913.42 then, 
,: 13.42 916.96 ... that went from paradox, 
916.96 917 . 99 ... to, 
917.99 919.63 ... the invisible, 
919.63 921. 55 · . interfacing with the visible. 

921. 55 923.66 DARRYL: ... [TSK)·Htinh?' 
923.66 924.70 PAMELA: @@@ 

~ 92'], 70 925.95 The invisible. 
9 2 ~) + 95 928.23 ... inter[facing] with the visible. 

926.84 927.54 DARRYL: C:I [Facing X] 
9 2 11 .23 929.64 PlU'lELA: (H) For everything you see. G, 9 2 9 .64 931.39 You can look at me and I'm a body. 
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Appendix VI: Web page Hypertext Relations 

[~~iitjTh~~~§~~'~~ffi=p~&Ji-f=~~~~~!~'~E;y·~t~~€~_~I~:-~d'b~~~~~~6ik~~~·:t 
~This web page 

about the 
history of the 
US uses 
hypertext to 
link the page 
with other 
pages which 
provide more 
infOlmation 
about topics 
mentioned in 
the page. In 
this web page, 
he hypertext is 
unclerli Iled ami 
in bold,for 
example 

.. 
• • • .. 
• • --~~~-~.-~ .... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

:;:·:~t~k~:;'.:d'ih~": ".~( F:·~ ~~ ,}"~f' ';'1- r:~,~:,~w ~rl<J:y~~ i! I ::~ ·n:::fj. .: ~ ·:: t,·::d ::-:-:! , 'it,:-:~~ · .. ..:-!i {.;':' :,JI'":" !:} ::~ t r, r :...--:' ~)r · ! ~.:'J i~ ::"I""I :' {;.5~.!!J_l: 
. :. ;:;:r;: ~~ >-;.. . ): ; ~i ·::-t ,!;; ali-ot *;.~k.-:·c ': n'"t :; :· ~:.:·( d: ~! ~ !-::.'; :', c '>.> .l:~ ~-.:.! : '-:.'-J!::: 'd n l4S:S:. "T1e.r. :::f:.: ~/;.' • 

.. ··n~~.':;t;fu~, .. :.~ (';;~ i ... ~7~~·r,~J -; t~ t ... :<: ~y ;r~~~~r.:, £QD:.C.<L(J..I.:J;r5~_<1.'f (_~~Jlg.t:~.J!·~:.)~/l,.f.iJ ;' c:f '1:lJlC:, Or; S9.!..~ _ : 
. ~ : .'"",·,~ '~;l:· .;.~~ V.~rIT ,!lli...q, ,. ',"~ :!-l i ~ -:;i ~~ c.haf!lDlillD <::.:1.; ll!lli.f~J ' .~ .~ ;: ';'~~J'::.:~ ~"i1ti-V ' t!i! ~--: , :,r'o'J . 

;:,~ ,.~ ;~ r'.~~T-::-;':~ . .=..!"", ;':. r:- ~ ': i; ~~ "' :,2~-t ; ~:;:.;: r<: ~;:: :; f.d:b.f; ~1 :::s :·:,.r. ~,::-,;~ ,~' , ~'~':.-~~ ~~.T'~~~~· -= : ~·~ .-;; ,:~ ,~:;,~~ ':":'- b :~ ~ , ~:.:::r:.: _~, :-l • 
-. ,'- ' .. ,- :~. .:~ 

· .. 0 

- . 
, ... : ..... ,.~ ', ' :;:, ... "r,' ~ 

• '. .. 
· 

Un ired SlOles . 

+- ., ... ~ .~ . ~" •... ". ' .••.•..• ~ .... ' ~ •. ;' ~'~ ~;" . ~ .~ .. -; .". ' .••. ':,-~, ~ : .: : ::. ": " ' ~''' ~ . ......... ' •.... -.. 
By clicking on 

United States on the 
first web page, a 
second web page 

opens with general 

• • • • • • 
' "",-, -,-~~~--,-,--,. 

• 

· • 

facts about the US, 
meanwhile the first c:: j United States • • page is sti II 

accessible. 

(Highbeam Resarch. 2005) 

• 
o-fficiaHy Unit~d St3t~s ·:,f A.menca; republic ( 2000 pup. 281 ... 421~906)-; 3 ... 539:227 sq mi:91 160-.,598 sq r ... , 

\'o1oridl s th~ rd largest c'Juntry in population and, the fourth larges.t country in ~re-3. It '::::J:m::;lst5 e,f 50 sta~ 
~8x:duding A.laska ~Hl d Hd'.~/~ii) Unj ted State5 str,=tch~5 across centra~ North Amet"lC3 from th>8 ,C;.tldlltk:. 
the ':les t, and fro m Canada on the north to Mexico and the GLilf of !'Iexiee. on the south, T il>e 5 tate of' 
America br2tween the Arctic and Pacific OCBans and is bord~r~d bv Canada un the 8ast, Th~ statE: of" 
central Pacific Ocean G.2! l Cn:~ mi (3!400 kl11) SIN of San Fran~iscQ ~ washington. D.C. I is th02 capitat ~ 
iarg.ast city, The outlying territories and areas of the United Stat€s include : in the Caribbean Basin,. 
with the United S tates) and the Virgin Islands "f the United Sta t es (purchasgd from Denmark in 191' 
Spain after the Spanish-American WarL the Northern Mariana Islands (a coO)mon'.'l ealth associated: 
~ " Wa ke Isla nd, and se'J€ral other islands, The Uni ted Sta tes also has comoac ts ,,1 fre e as so. 
I s lands .. the R-=public of Palau, and th" Federated States of Micronesia, • 

-• • political GeograDlw _ 
, :t Physical Geography , 

~~.~ ....•.•..•••••••••••.......................•••••• 
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